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SLR is an international environmental consultancy with a network of offices in Australia, Canada, Ireland, Namibia,

Singapore, South Africa, Tanzania, UK and USA. It provides advice and support on a wide range of strategic and site

specific environmental issues to a diverse and growing base of business, regulatory and governmental clients. SLR

specialises in the Oil & Gas, Renewable & Low Carbon, Waste Management, Planning & Development, Industrial, Mining

& Minerals and Infrastructure sectors.
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During the year SLR has:

•    Achieved a 10.7% increase in revenues to £102.8 

     million (2012: £92.8 million)

•    Generated record net cash inflow from operating 

     activities of £10.5 million (2012: £9.0 million)

•    Sustained a consistent, high level of repeat 

     revenues; once again over half of 2013 revenues 

     came from clients of more than five years’ standing

•    Continued the globalisation of the business; the 

     proportion of revenues earned outside the UK 

     increased from 74% to 77%

•    Successfully completed the acquisitions of 

     Synergistics Environmental Services (Pty) Limited 

     (Synergistics) in South Africa, Strategic Engineering 

     & Science Incorporated (SES) in the US and 

     Cooper Partnership Limited (Cooper) in the UK

•    Further increased its investment in strategic hires 

     and service extensions

•    Further strengthened its position as a leading 

     consultant in energy and natural resources, both of 

     which continued to experience strong growth

     in revenues

Since year end SLR has:

•    Successfully completed the acquisition of HFP 

     Acoustical Consultants LLC in the US and HFP 

     Acoustical Consultants Corporation in Canada 

     (together, “HFP”)

Revenue Summary 2004 - 2013
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2013 proved to be a varied year for SLR, with

strong growth evident in some of our markets and

business sectors whereas others experienced

short-term volatility and uncertainty. Ongoing

investment in strategic hires around the world

continued apace whilst three acquisitions in niche

markets were successfully completed and fully

integrated into the local SLR businesses. Equally

important were the continuing efforts made to

expand the business in the energy and mining

sectors by carefully targeting robust local markets.

Once again we developed more work for new

clients than at any time in the company’s history,

whilst maintaining our exceptional record of

client retention. 2013 saw further growth in

revenues coupled with a modest reduction in

operating profit as market corrections in the

mining sector affected our trading performance in

the southern hemisphere.

The conclusion to the financial year was overshadowed by the

sudden, tragic death of David Richards, the group’s founder and

inspirational CEO. Over almost twenty years, David had led the

development and growth of SLR from a UK waste consultant into

one of only five worldwide specialist environmental consulting

businesses. Many of the UK staff worked with David for that entire

period and his loss has been keenly felt. It is a testament to David’s

foresight that he had led early discussions of the Board’s

succession strategy and I’m pleased to report that this planning

ensured the prompt appointment of Neil Penhall as group CEO,

which in turn helped mitigate some of the potential uncertainties

surrounding such unforeseen circumstances. Neil had previously

been responsible for all international operations outside of the

Americas and had been Managing Director of the UK business

since 2001. His appointment as David’s natural successor has the

unequivocal and unanimous support of the Board.
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The group’s UK and Irish operations continued to provide almost one third

of total group EBITDA and so remain an important contributor to the overall

performance. The UK and Irish management teams continued to work

diligently at containing costs whilst senior staff have been supporting and

driving forward initiatives and developments in mining, waste and energy

around the world and enhancing utilisation levels. 

The international oil and gas team have seen an increase in projects and new

client relationships built up and now have a powerfully attractive

combination of international shale gas and coal-bed methane experience,

whilst the increase of waste opportunities in the Middle East have included

advice on a major EfW facility in the UAE. During 2013 the UK business has

experienced a marked pickup in the residential development sector, leading

to increases in planning and EIA activity. In September 2013, the acquisition

of Cooper Partnership Limited, a Bristol-based firm of landscape architects

with a client base across southern England, added significant firepower in a

business sector that is expected to show strong growth as planning and

infrastructure projects increase as part of the wider UK economic recovery

during 2014. 

In North America, the group is rapidly developing a reputation as cold climate

specialists, with its work in Alaska and the Yukon “North of 60”, whilst also

continuing to focus on further developing its presence in the mining and

energy sectors in 2013 by means of strategic hires. The international one-team

approach is exemplified by the Irish team's expertise in delivering offshore EIA

work internationally; and by the air measurements group in Anchorage

supporting the Canadian team on air monitoring at a mine in Yellowknife,

North West Territory. Having increased the number of Master Service

Agreements (MSAs) with several oil majors, 2014 will see targeted marketing

to maximise the workloads associated with those MSAs. 

On 1 March 2013, the group acquired the assets of Strategic Engineering and

Science Incorporated (SES). SES was a twenty-two person land rehabilitation

and water use management consultant to the US and international mining

industry, with offices in Irvine and Oakland, California. SES expands the

technical capabilities and bolsters the sector profile of SLR in the key strategic

area of new mine planning, mine closure, water management and

rehabilitation, a sector that remains particularly active in the western U.S.

despite the uncertainties elsewhere in the world. The acquisition also created

access to mining work opportunities in Ontario, which then grew very

healthily during the remainder of the financial year.

Strong market conditions have also been evident in Canada, with the

workloads underpinned by successful renewal of MSAs with government

departments and oil majors. Strategic hires have included business sector

leaders in waste and in Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and planning

services. During the year the group also completed the successful strategic

recruitment of a team of specialists operating in Calgary to lead development

of tailings design and waste handling for oil sands operators in the region. 

On 3 February 2014, the group acquired HFP Acoustical Consultants, with

twenty-six staff employed in businesses based in Houston and Calgary. The

acquisition cemented SLR’s position as one of the top five global acoustics

specialists whilst providing an opportunity to cross-sell to new clients in the

energy and industrial markets of North America and provided geographic

presence in Houston at the centre of the region’s oil and gas market.   

In Australia, many relationships have been built around the core business of

noise and vibration. Today significant cross-selling of disciplines, such as waste

management, ecology and planning, ensure we are growing our multi-

disciplinary opportunities. The economy has, however, experienced a

cessation and mothballing of mining projects during 2013 due to volatility in

global commodity prices, high labour costs, the strength of the Australian

Dollar and the impact of directly targeted fiscal policy. 

Other sectors such as infrastructure and oil and gas, however, continue to

grow and so the drive for targeted strategic hires has continued successfully,

with recruitment of individuals who are well connected in EIA and permitting

in the oil and gas sector. The GSSE business in Newcastle, New South Wales

and Mackay, Queensland that was acquired in October 2012 has been fully

integrated, providing new skill sets in permitting and environmental impact

assessments, soil surveys, restoration design and water management for the

mining sector, both in Australia and internationally. The change in Federal

Government in September 2013 is expected to lead to repeal of the Carbon

Tax and the Mining Levy, which in turn would help stimulate recovery from

the recent downturn in the sector.  

In South Africa, industrial disputes and economic uncertainties combined with

lower commodity prices resulted in some softening of the market throughout

2013. It is clear that global mining companies have implemented group-wide

cost-cutting processes with a drive to procurement and price-sensitivity

during 2013. In other sectors, such as oil and gas, renewable energy and waste

management we have seen increasing opportunities to grow the southern

African operations.
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On 1 March 2013, the group acquired Synergistics Environmental Services (Pty)

Limited (“Synergistics”), a twenty-one person EIA consultant to the South

African mining and waste management industries. With offices in Johannesburg,

Pietermaritzburg and Namibia, Synergistics is well-positioned within the

strategic target area for the group of coal and iron ore mine development,

environmental and social impact and permitting. During the year we also

registered an office in Tanzania in order to gain access to local contracts and

we gained our first contract wins in the oil and gas market in Angola,

Mozambique and Namibia, as well as South Africa itself, highlighting the

development of our upstream oil and gas capability across sub-Saharan Africa.  

Acquisitions are funded by a combination of local cash generation and the

increased debt facilities negotiated with Lloyds and HSBC in July 2012; this

ongoing support and flexibility will allow us to continue with our plans to

add several further niche bolt-on acquisitions during 2014.

Group Results

The statutory results for the Group are reported for the 52 weeks to

1 November 2013. The previous year was a 53 week period.

Group turnover in 2013 amounted to £102.8 million, which was 10.7% above

the year to 2 November 2012 of £92.8 million. Profit before interest, tax,

goodwill amortisation and exceptional items amounted to £8.8 million in

2013, compared to £9.4 million in 2012.  

Dividends

SLR Management Limited has not paid or declared any dividends during

the year.

Balance Sheet and Cash Flow

Consolidated net assets at 1 November 2013 stood at £44.0 million,

compared to £45.9 million in 2012.

Net cash inflow from operating activities was £10.5 million for the year ended

1 November 2013 compared to £9.0 million inflow in 2012. The successful drive

to further improve working capital ratios in 2013 created strong cash conversion

in the year after a comparatively lower level of net cash inflow in 2012.

The year-end consolidated balance sheet includes, within intangible fixed

assets, “goodwill” with a carrying value of £65.3 million, which arose from the

acquisition of the Group on 27 May 2008 and subsequent acquisitions. The

goodwill is being amortised over the Directors’ estimate of its useful

economic life, being between five and twenty years dependent on the

acquisition made.
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Our People

The commitment and drive of staff are the lifeblood of any consulting business

and I must take this opportunity to pay tribute to the continuing loyalty and

hard work demonstrated by employees around the world during the last year.

Staff have continued to show tremendous flexibility in re-locating around the

globe, either on temporary secondment or a permanent basis as required, to

assist with the development of new business streams. The varied operating

cultures working in different time zones around the world will always present

particular issues and I’m pleased to report that the businesses purchased in

2013 have already been seamlessly integrated within the group. As ever, these

newly acquired businesses are expected to add significant shareholder value

in the years ahead by widening the breadth of skills being offered to our

existing and potential client base, which further develops our reputation as a

multi-faceted international environmental consultant. 

During the year, David Whileman, the non-executive director nominated by 3i,

resigned from the Board following his decision to leave 3i to pursue other

interests. I would like to thank David for his valuable contribution to the Board

during his tenure since May 2011. David’s place on the Board as the non-executive

director nominated by 3i has been taken by Pete Wilson who brings considerable

experience from other consultancy businesses in the 3i portfolio. There have

been no other changes to the Board during the financial year.

Summary

2013 and its immediate aftermath posed some challenges for the group,

primarily due to circumstances outside our control, but the tested formula

for past and future success remains unchanged. We will continue to deliver

organic growth in resource-rich economies by focusing on key sectors such

as energy. We will also nurture and develop cross-selling opportunities, both

nationally and internationally, whilst targeting carefully selected bolt-on

businesses to provide complementary skills to the existing talent pool. We

believe this strategy will continue to be the most effective means of

delivering enhanced shareholder value year on year.

Graham Love

Chairman

28 February 2014
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Chief Executive’s Review for the year ended 1 November 2013

The financial year to 1 November 2013 was

another pleasing year despite some ongoing

challenges in specific economies and particular

markets. Good progress was made in the

diversification of SLR technical services in our

newer geographies and considerable investment

was made in establishing and improving the strong

foundations for growth in key international

sectors such as oil and gas, and mining.

The return on certain investments made in late 2012 and early 2013

were, in part, more slowly realised due to the unexpected downturn

in the mining sector generally and the Australian market in particular.

However, despite the investments in the diversification of the

business, the Group performed strongly, again securing a record level

of work from new clients and growing turnover.
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Immediately following the end of the financial year, SLR colleagues and business

acquaintances were deeply shocked by the unexpected news of the death of David

Richards, SLR’s Chief Executive at the dreadfully premature age of 55.

David had founded the business in 1994 and had skilfully and successfully led the

management team in growing the Group from a small UK-centric business primarily

focussed on the waste management sector to a leading international environmental

consultancy with world class, diverse expertise across a number of different

business sectors. David was always the first to point out that the success of the

firm was down to the broader management team and the ability and

commitment of staff at all levels. His real legacy is that he leaves a strong business

that will continue to drive forward and grow following his untimely death. David’s

down-to-earth style, humour and exceptional business acumen will be very

deeply missed by not only me, but also by many friends and colleagues from

across the SLR group and in the broader business community.

Following David’s death, in line with pre-defined succession and contingency

plans, the Board confirmed my appointment as CEO. Whilst  obviously I would

have wished the circumstances to be very different, having worked closely

alongside David for nearly 20 years, I do feel privileged and very much look

forward to leading the continued growth and development of the business with

the support of my SLR colleagues.

Strategy

SLR’s strategy and progress in international and sector diversification over recent

years was again recognised during the financial year with SLR being identified in

leading environmental consultancy research publications as one of a select

handful of specialist global environmental consultancies. 

This recognition and the growth of the business internationally continued to be

underpinned by the group’s over-arching strategy to provide clients, both locally

and internationally, with high quality advisory and consultancy services.

Throughout the year, the success of the strategy was again reinforced by very

strong client relationships combined with a very pleasing increase in the amount

of work undertaken for new clients. 

The established geographic coverage and the ongoing diversification of services

and sectors enabled all parts of the group to concentrate on leveraging blue chip

client relationships. This happened not only at a national level but also by

developing existing client relationships across international boundaries. As an

example, oil and gas sector revenues grew in almost all parts of the Group to a

total value of £27.3 million. 

Published data indicates that the environmental consulting market is likely to have

increased in size by 3.3% from $27.4 billion in 2012 to $28.3 billion in 2013. Looking

forward, market data published earlier in 2013 suggested that the growth for the

global market sector in 2014 was likely to be in the order of 2.9%, though more

recent survey data has projected that this could increase to as much as 7%, primarily

as a result of improving economic conditions following the easing of the Global

Financial Crisis (GFC). Market and industry drivers underpinning this growth have

essentially remained unchanged from previous years and are expected to be

present for the foreseeable future. These can be summarised as follows: 

•      the ever-increasing amount of stringent legislative and regulatory controls;

•      the high financial costs and reputational damage for industry and regulators 

       in the event of a failure to operate within, or comply with, legislative or 

       regulatory regimes;

•      highly technical and complex issues requiring clients to seek specialist advice 

       from outside their organisation in support of their business compliance, 

       operations and growth plans;

•      the high cost and scarcity of natural resources, resulting in development 

       spending on new technologies, enhancing existing assets and the search for 

       additional resources;

•      the concerns surrounding the security of supply of energy, water and other 

       natural  resources; and, 

•      the green and social agendas which are stimulating policy and promoting 

       sustainable solutions together with active consultation with local 

       communities and interested parties.
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Operating Review 

The impact of the GFC on European economies continued to have a dampening effect on the revenue derived through

SLR’s UK operations throughout 2013. This effect coupled with uncertainty over China’s rate of growth, the strength of the

Australian dollar, pressure to reduce capital spending by major international mining firms and political uncertainty resulted

in commodity prices falling back and a sharp downturn in the Australian mining sector. This resulted in a general slowing

of the Australian economy and some follow-on impacts were also seen in the global mining sector later in the year. These

changed conditions resulted in a prompt review of operations and significant annualised savings were implemented.
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Despite these market issues, we continued to position the Group strategically by

way of additional investments to strengthen our presence in key international

sectors and diversification of our operations. These investments involved the

recruitment of experienced strategic professionals and active international

marketing of new and global services. SLR proactively pursued and secured

international or global master services agreements with existing and new clients

in key sectors. Selective strategic acquisitions to broaden our geographical reach

and increase our technical service offerings further supported the implementation

of our global strategy. Encouragingly, these initiatives not only added capability

and assisted with growth during 2013 but have also positioned SLR to benefit from

potentially improving economic or market conditions in various parts of the world

going into 2014.

At the end of the financial year, the distribution of revenues derived from across

the Group has continued to evolve as planned with the UK contributing 23% and

the other major geographies also generating similar proportions; Canada (23%), US

(22%) and Australia (22%). The African and Irish businesses comprised 7% and 3%

of total revenue, respectively.

Overall, revenues increased by 10.7% to £102.8 million though EBITDA of £10.5

million was slightly below the previous year (£11.0 million) before exceptional items.
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Synergistics Environmental Services (Pty)
Limited (Synergistics)

At the acquisition date of 1 March 2013, Synergistics employed 21 staff based in

Johannesburg and Pietermaritzburg in South Africa. Synergistics was a bulk

commodity mining EIA consultancy, specialising in mine development, social impact

assessments, permitting and mine closure planning. Synergistics was also well-

established in both the waste management and energy sectors in South Africa.

Projects have historically primarily arisen in South Africa with major contracts also

in Namibia and Malawi.

Strategic Engineering and Science
Incorporated (SES)

At the acquisition date of 1 March 2013, SES employed 22 staff based in two offices

in Irvine and Oakland, California, USA. SES operated in the mining, industry, waste

management and infrastructure sectors. Projects in the mining sector have been

undertaken in the US, Canada and South America whilst industrial, waste

management and infrastructure projects have been primarily undertaken along the

west coast of the US.

Cooper Partnership Limited (Cooper)

At the acquisition date of 3 September 2013, Cooper was a 16 person master

planning, landscape architecture and EIA consulting firm with an office in Bristol in

the UK. Cooper was a well-established consultancy focussing on projects in the

renewable energy, nuclear, residential development and infrastructure sectors,

primarily in southern England. 

HFP Acoustical Consultants LLC and HFP
Acoustical Consultants Corporation (HFP)

The acquisition of HFP Acoustical Consultants LLC in the US and HFP Acoustical

Consultants Corporation in Canada was effective as of 3 February 2014. At the

acquisition date, HFP employed 26 staff located in offices in Calgary, Canada and

Houston, USA. HFP staff provides acoustics and noise control consulting services to

a broad range of clients across the energy, commercial and industrial, planning and

development, infrastructure, mining and minerals, and waste management sectors. 



Oil and gas exploration and production around the globe

continues to be frequently pursued in areas where climatic or

physical conditions result in significant and diverse challenges

to the development of a resource. These challenges include

extreme cold climate environments, deep offshore conditions

or very remote locations. In many, if not all, cases there is an

increased awareness or concerns surrounding the potential

impact on local communities, the sustainability of such

developments and a heightened concern over environmental

issues following the Gulf of Mexico spill and other recent

onshore incidents.
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SLR continues to support government departments, national oil companies and

private sector explorers and producers on asset viability assessments, developing

exploration strategies, securing consents and permits. This includes developing

contingency plans for the management of spills and resulting wastes should an

incident occur. SLR’s international network of offices is able to provide clients with

an integrated range of services and consistently high quality support on a global

basis. In particular, SLR’s strong track record of working throughout Africa and

unique cold climate expertise in Alaska and northern Canada means that clients

can draw on specialist support in these very challenging environments.

During 2013, SLR has successfully secured three master services agreements (MSAs)

with BP Remediation Management. The first is a three-year, North American-wide

agreement and the other two are for the provision of consulting services throughout

BP’s assets outside North America. This effectively means that SLR is now included

within framework agreements to provide support to all BP’s activities across the globe.

Developments in the shale gas sector have begun to change the dynamics of regional

energy supply and demand. Whilst various governments appear supportive of

developing the industry to provide benefits in terms of energy pricing and security of

supply, this has been accompanied in many cases by significant public opposition to

the perceived risks of hydraulic fracturing, or so-called ‘fracking’. Having supported

clients in the North American shale gas sector for a number of years, SLR is well-placed

to support the sector as commercial transactions occur and other planning and

environmental support is required in other countries. This has included supporting

GDF SUEZ in their acquisition of a 25% stake in 13 onshore shale gas wells in the UK.

SLR’s ‘one team’ approach was very much in evidence in the oil and gas sector during

2013. SLR’s global team worked closely together to secure new work and deliver multi-

disciplinary projects to clients. In particular, SLR specialists based out of the UK and

Dublin worked with colleagues in North America on new project opportunities on

the eastern seaboard and with colleagues in Namibia and South Africa in developing

SLR’s presence. This has resulted in real progress in this sector in all parts of SLR’s

operations. In South Africa we have been appointed by a Government Department to

review potential impacts on groundwater associated with shale gas development and,

in addition, we were successful in securing Total as a new oil and gas client.

In Australia, SLR has provided an increasingly wide range of environmental services to

operators such as Origin Energy, Queensland Gas Company (QGC) and Santos, amongst

others, on coal bed methane and Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) developments. During

2013, specific projects have included supporting a confidential client who is embarking

on a world-scale long-term Coal Seam Gas (CSG) to LNG project. The expansion of

its operations within the upstream gas field area necessitated a detailed stack air

monitoring programme for the six compressor station sites, covering the major

emission points (compressor engines and generators) as well as a number of smaller

emission sources.  In addition, a modelling validation study will be performed for the

compressor stations based on the results of the stack monitoring.
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GDF SUEZ E&P UK Ltd (GDF SUEZ)
UK Shale Gas/Coal Bed Methane Farm-In Support
United Kingdom

The UK is emerging as one of the most promising shale gas regions of the world. Existing onshore licence holders have

been re-evaluating their acreage to assess the extent of potential shale gas plays. As a result of this and following signs

of cautious Government support for unconventional gas in the UK, several Farm-In deals took place in 2013 reflecting

increasing interest by established oil and gas companies. Interest in UK shale is expected to increase significantly in 2014

as a result of the Government’s 14th Licensing Round. Environmental and Community impact studies of unconventional

gas projects are critical components of project assessment.

SLR carried out a multi disciplinary environmental advisory and due diligence assignment for GDF SUEZ, and contributed

to a successful Farm-In agreement between GDF SUEZ and Dart Energy. The deal, which involved GDF SUEZ’s acquisition

of a 25 per cent share in 13 UK onshore licenses, represents their first entry into UK onshore exploration licenses with

shale gas and coal bed methane potential. SLR’s due diligence assignment included assessment and evaluation of each

target Petroleum Exploration and Development Licence (PEDL) and exploration licences and addressed a wide range of

environmental and Social Licence to Operate (SLTO) characteristics and constraints. The results of the SLR work

contributed to GDF SUEZ’s overall evaluation of each licence as part of their assessment process.

A significant part of GDF SUEZ’s investment going forward will be focused on exploration work. This will include the

drilling of up to four wells targeting shale gas potential in the Bowland Basin and ten wells targeting Coal Bed Methane. 



Throughout 2013 SLR made excellent progress in the expansion of services related to the

renewable energy sector with a continued strong workload and a developing client base in

the UK wind farm sector. Market drivers for SLR’s services in the area of landscape and visual

impact assessment and cumulative assessment have been particularly strong. The range of

services sought by clients have continued to broaden and SLR is now routinely supporting

project delivery of EIA’s on specialist, complex issues associated with hydrological,

transportation or ecological aspects of a proposed development. 

Chief Executive’s Review 
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Nova Scotia Department of Energy  
Marine Renewable Energy – Technology Supplier Development
Canada

The Province of Nova Scotia has abundant marine renewable energy

resources, particularly tidal energy. The Bay of Fundy has the potential

to commercially deliver up to 2,400 megawatts (MW). Successful tidal

energy generation and transmission could leverage Nova Scotia

expertise in marine science and technology. 

The objective of the project was to engage the local ocean technology

sector in resolving outstanding challenges in the development of

commercially-viable tidal energy development. Identifying

opportunities for the public sector to support sustainable

competitiveness in the tidal energy supply chain was also a key motive.

SLR was commissioned to identify the technical challenges facing the

marine and tidal energy industry, as well as characterising the local

ocean technology sector in Nova Scotia. With this information

further analysis was undertaken of the opportunities and barriers

facing the marine and tidal energy sector locally, and how the public

sector can implement intervention strategies to create a sustainable

competitive advantage.

Geopolitical concerns relating to the security of energy supplies in a number

of countries and a drive towards energy independence at the state level have

also led to an increase in green investment and clean technology funds, with

SLR supporting clients on a range of alternative renewable energy projects. The

nature and diversity of projects undertaken during the year is very significant

and powerfully demonstrates the amount of interest and investment being

made in this growing sector.

SLR prepared an EIA and planning application for a geothermal heat plant in the

north-west of England for GT Energy. This development is one of the first

developments of its type in the UK and will comprise the drilling of two deep

exploration boreholes to a depth of some 3200m. It is proposed that water

abstracted from the geothermal wells would pass through heat exchangers in the

heat plant and produce energy. 

Another renewable energy project was completed for a large UK-based engineering

group. This involved SLR undertaking biomass feedstock assessments for the

proposed development of six biomass gasification plants. In addition, SLR’s

specialist process engineering team undertook detailed technical due diligence on

proposed technologies as part of the funding process.

Internationally, SLR undertook a range of renewable energy projects. In South Africa,

projects included assessing and designing processes to reuse waste gases in

industrial processes and assessing mining waste materials for potential renewable

energy generation. In Australia, SLR supported clients on wind farm, solar PV, co-

generation and geothermal developments.
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Whilst SLR experienced the impact of the overall market correction, many

established and new clients in the sector continued to require specialist

environmental, planning or engineering support for pre-funded, strategic or

profitable operational schemes. As such, the contraction and uncertainty

associated with the Australian mining sector did not have as pronounced an

impact on our African and North American operations. SLR’s ‘one team’

approach also assisted in responding to the market challenges. Industry

specialists from SLR’s Australian operations have actively and successfully

worked with colleagues in our North American operations to develop

opportunities and deliver projects in North and South America that were

unaffected by the downturn. This included successfully establishing a niche

expertise in Calgary to support the Canadian oil sands sector in responding to

evolving environmental protection and site closure requirements. This flexible

and collaborative approach resulted in SLR’s 2013 global mining revenue

increasing by 15% over the previous year. 

In Ireland, SLR assisted Dalradian Gold Limited in successfully securing planning

permission for an exploration tunnel extension at its Curraghinalt Gold Project

in County Tyrone. The exploration involves the extension of the existing 700

metre tunnel by up to 2,000 metres. This is intended to confirm the grade,

thickness and continuity of the mineralised veins, test various mining methods,

evaluate underground geotechnical and hydrogeological conditions and provide

a large bulk sample for additional metallurgical testing. SLR prepared the planning

application and supporting technical/environmental reports.

Despite the subdued market conditions in Australia, SLR continued to support

clients on strategic projects and be recognised as leading specialists in planning,

environmental assessment, operational management and mine closure planning.

As an example, we supported and advised Xstrata Coal divisions in Queensland,

New South Wales and South Africa in a strategic review of rehabilitation

management protocols and closure standards. SLR also undertook, for a

confidential client, a mining market valuation and a geological reserve assessment

on a range of assets in Western Australia.

Whilst uncertainty remains in the international mining sector, going into 2014 we

are encouraged that the general outlook shows some signs of improvement.

During 2013, the mining sector faced a number of challenges, primarily resulting from

uncertainty in the predicted growth of China, the strength of the Australian dollar, project

development and operational cost escalation, policy uncertainty in specific geographies and

a fundamental reduction in world commodity prices. As a result, established global mining

operators implemented a range of cost reduction measures combined with a period of

strategic review. Debt and equity funding for a number of clients within the sector to support

new exploration or development projects were reduced. 
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Argonaut Gold 
Mine EIA & Technical Support
US & Canada

Prodigy Gold Inc. (a subsidiary of Argonaut Gold) has completed a pre-feasibility study and is undertaking the necessary

federal and provincial environmental assessment processes and continuing to consult with local communities and First

Nations groups.

The Magino Project is located in a sparsely populated area of central Ontario. The total reserves are approximately 1.7 million

ounces of gold. A total of 220 million tonnes of rock will be mined from an open pit; 60 million tonnes of which is ore.

SLR has been contracted to lead the federal environmental assessment process and to complete the baseline field data

collection. SLR has also been retained to provide input to a range of technical and EIA services, including the overall project

planning and layouts, site selection and design of the tailings and waste rock management facilities, prepare water balance

and geochemistry evaluations and management plans and assist with the overall implementation strategy for the project.

In support of the above, SLR’s multi-disciplinary team has undertaken a series of baseline studies that has facilitated interpretation

and analysis to secure the necessary regulatory approvals as well as development of design and operational standards.
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The teams in Africa and the US have been strengthened by the strategic acquisitions

of Synergistics in Africa and SES in the US. In Canada and Australia, our technical

offering has been significantly enhanced by strategic hires and the relocation of staff

from the UK. Throughout the year, numerous clients have been able to draw on the

strong in-country expertise offered by SLR whilst also having access to leading industry

specialists at the global level.

In Australia, SLR has supported a range of private and public sector clients on an

increasingly diverse range of waste management projects. This was recognised in a

leading sector publication (“Inside Waste”) 2013 consultants’ survey confirming that SLR

had been voted No 2 ‘Large Consultancy’. This accolade and reputation has been

developed by SLR’s work on projects such as the landfill design for SITA at their Elizabeth

Drive facility, waste transfer station designs for Transpacific Cleanaway, both in New

South Wales. Another high profile project example has been SLR’s strategic advice to

City of Sydney Council concerning automated waste collection systems that were being

considered in the masterplan for a major regeneration development within the Sydney

central business district. 

SLR’s strategic waste management advisory services have also been sought by clients in

Canada during 2013. These projects included undertaking a waste management options

assessment for Okanagan Council in British Columbia and formulating a waste

management strategy for City and Council of Grande Prairie, Alberta. 

Detailed and specialist process engineering and technology selection support has also

been provided to clients across the group. In the UK, SLR continued to support Mitie

Infrastructure in the development of their biomass gasification plant in Devon. This

included specialist support in independently reviewing process supply packages,

resolving design issues, preparation of procurement technical specification packages

and provision of technical support and advice during the design, procurement and

commissioning phases. SLR’s process engineering team was also retained by a

confidential UK investment vehicle considering venturing into a plastics-to-crude oil

project at multiple sites in the United States, which involved undertaking a detailed

programme of due diligence on the proposed pyrolysis process. 

Chief Executive’s Review

Waste Management

SLR Management Limited

SLR continued the strategy of building and broadening the depth of technical services offered to clients

in the waste management sector and leveraging our market leadership in the European marketplace.

Service offerings now provided in Africa, Canada, US and Australia include technological, permitting,

planning and overall strategic advice. Often these services are required by private and public sector clients

expressing an interest in a more sustainable manner or seeking to utilise waste as a resource for developing

renewable energy or other value-adding products.
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SLR’s multi-disciplinary team prepared and submitted the Planning and PPC

Permit Applications on behalf of Fife Council, and also provided Contract

and Construction Project Management support to the project. Full

regulatory sign-off and receipt of the first biowaste for plant hot

commissioning was achieved in August 2013. 

The facility will ultimately export 1.5MW electricity to grid through biogas

combustion in combined heat and power (CHP) units, with an additional

1MW heat feeding a parasitic heat demand within the facility and

contributing to an existing local district heating network. Digestate from

the process will be used for agricultural improvement to land.

SLR has been retained to provide continuing operational support through

the early months of plant operation.

Fife Council

Lochhead Source Segregated Biowaste (Anaerobic Digestion) Facility

Scotland

Scotland has recently introduced challenging waste diversion, recovery and recycling

targets for post consumer waste. The rationale behind this national strategy has been

to meet European targets, which seek to drive better resource efficiency and create

a more sustainable waste management supply chain. Collection of source segregated

biowaste is just one part of this broader strategy.   

SLR has worked with Fife Council for many years on numerous waste, low carbon and

environmental projects. A significant project for Fife Council where SLR has provided

support throughout has been the business case feasibility, outline design, procurement

and construction of a 43,000 tonnes per year dry fermentation Anaerobic Digestion

(AD) facility in Dunfermline, the first facility of its kind in the United Kingdom. 
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In the planning and development sector, SLR enjoyed improvements

in revenue generation associated with the continued recovery in

geographical areas that had previously been heavily impacted by

the GFC. 

The investment made over several years in broadening SLR’s technical services

offering in Australia began to bear fruit, with SLR securing a broader range of work

in the sector. We have assisted the Western Australia State Government, Department

of Parks and Wildlife, in their Naturebank initiative to identify and release land for a

low impact eco-tourism development in north-west Australia. Two sites in the

Millstream Chichester National Park were assessed for suitability in terms of water

supply and flood impact potential. Since completion of this work SLR has now

undertaken three similar studies in National Park sites for this client. 

Other projects undertaken in Australia included assessing, devising and overseeing the

remediation of a proposed 25 hectare development in Sydney which had asbestos

contaminated soils. SLR was able to secure approval of a remediation scheme that was

approved by the New South Wales Environmental Protection Agency and saved

considerable costs for our confidential client. SLR’s world-class expertise in acoustics

was also to the fore in the planning and development sector in Australia, with a major

acoustical assessment for Marshall Property of a new five-star green office building

being developed as part of a pharmaceutical campus in North Ryde, Sydney.

In the UK, the residential development sector began to recover, resulting in an

increasing number of new appointments in strategic masterplanning and the

undertaking of environmental assessments and planning applications for specific

development sites. The acquisition of Cooper Partnership in September 2013 has

provided further resources and access to service this sector as the market continues

to improve. Projects that were undertaken included schemes for 750 homes for

Berkeley Homes at Warfield in Bracknell, 1000 homes for Persimmon in Cardiff and

500 homes as part of a mixed-use for St Modwen at Copthorne in Mid Sussex. 
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and character of the development parcels and the ways in which

development could take place whilst respecting the strategic gap

designation. SLR’s Ecologists provided detailed assessment and advice

on the conservation and management of ancient woodland and the

protected species on the site, and were able to work with our

Landscape practice to advise on the form of Green Infrastructure in

the proposed development. SLR’s Land Survey team provided a

detailed topographic survey for the site and surrounding roads, whilst

our sustainability experts advised on compliance with the UK’s Code

for Sustainable Homes.  

SLR’s multi-disciplinary support on this project was co-ordinated through

a single project team lead, thus streamlining communications and

reducing the costs of meetings.

St Modwen Copthorne 

Commercial and Residential Masterplanning 

United Kingdom

The St Modwen Copthorne project illustrates the benefits of SLR’s multi-

disciplinary approach, since five different technical teams were able to provide

cohesive advice communicated through just one project manager. 

The site has a strategic gap designation which requires careful masterplanning to

facilitate the development of much needed housing and employment uses.

Current land use includes blocks of ancient woodland as well as patches of

contamination by historic landfill operations, SLR’s Land Quality team was able

to provide initial advice on the extent of contamination and potential

remediation measures, whilst SLR’s Landscape practice advised on the scale, form
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With improving economic conditions and financial markets

in parts of the globe, there has been further increased

activity in the M&A sector which has resulted in an increase

in transaction due diligence support, particularly in North

America and the UK. In addition to the traditional focus on

potential environmental liabilities by businesses acquiring

assets, there has been an increasing requirement by

prospective vendors to pre-assess their potential liabilities. 
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SLR has advised a wide range of private equity, banking and investment sector

clients on environmental, planning and sustainability matters when seeking to

divest or acquire business assets in such diverse industry sectors as automotive,

mining, oil and gas field services, property, manufacturing, transportation, wood

products and agriculture.  

SLR has also assisted clients with permitting, compliance, development and design

issues associated with their facilities. In Canada, our teams of engineers, scientists

and planners worked closely to provide their expertise on a range of complex

projects with clients such as Brenntag Canada, Inc., Domtar Inc., CHC Helicopter,

Louisiana-Pacific Canada Ltd. and PepsiCo Beverages North America.

The strengthening UK car manufacturing sector meant that some clients were

expanding their business to meet demand from a growing global consumer base.

One such client was Jaguar Land Rover Limited. SLR has provided environmental

and engineering services at their facilities in Solihull, Coventry and Wolverhampton. 

During 2013 more work for new clients was secured than at any point in SLR’s history.

We also sought to ensure that long-term valued clients were supported by providing

pragmatic and high quality services. One such example was Müller® in the UK. SLR

has worked for Müller® for many years in the development of their dairy facility at

Market Drayton in Shropshire and during 2013 we continued this relationship by

advising on further expansion plans to refurbish a former bottling plant building and

the installation of a large butter production plant. To further improve environmental

performance the existing treatment facility was also upgraded. SLR undertook all

aspects of the risk assessment and technology justifications, culminating in the

submission to, and satisfactory approval of, the permit application by the

Environment Agency.

In Western Australia, we have been providing technical support to Curtin

University, one of Australia’s largest technology universities, in specialist

occupational health, safety and hygiene advice. Our advice related to the

handling, storage and disposal of hazardous substances and materials used in

laboratories. Our work entailed identifying possible exposure risks and associated

control systems, as well as ensuring compliance with legislation and standards.

This has been supplemented by a number of SLR managed mitigation programs

in areas such as maintenance, chemical disposal, bio-security, radiation,

procurement, materials transportation, training and policy advice.

SA Calcium Carbide (SACC) (Pty) Ltd 
Furnace Waste Gas to Electricity Project 
South Africa

Energy security and rising energy prices are key concerns for the

industrial sector in South Africa. This, together with the Clean

Development Mechanism (CDM) initiative developed by the United

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC), created a

strong business case driver for SACC to develop a secure and efficient

energy supply.    

SLR acted as project manager for SACC in the development of an 8MW

co-generation ‘Green Energy’ project that utilised furnace waste off-

gas. SLR also assisted in the facility procurement process, detailed

design, construction quality assurance and design management, as well

as sourcing donor finance and CDM registration with the UNFCC. 

The power produced by the new facility displaces existing fossil fuel

derived electricity. In addition, exhaust heat is utilised in the

aggregates drying kiln replacing LPG gas. SLR also project managed the

successful registration of the project as a CDM initiative – registered

by the UNFCC. 

Now delivered, strategically the project has provided valuable energy

security to SACC in reducing the load reliance from the municipal

electrical grid. Such security enabled SACC to continue with planned

and future production targets of Calcium Carbide per annum. 

SLR has undertaken a number of CDM projects in Southern Africa in

recent years for both the public and private sector.
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SLR continues to be recognised as a leader in the provision of

specialist environmental and engineering consulting services

around the globe on major infrastructure projects. Our

investment in the diversification of technical services and our

ability to deliver these through our network of international

offices allows SLR to provide clients with a valuable mix of niche

technical support or wide-ranging multi-disciplinary services and

co-ordinated project management.

Projects undertaken during 2013 have varied widely from strategic advice on

matters connected with the route selection and optimisation for major linear

infrastructure projects, the preparation of permit applications and environmental

impact assessments through to design and engineering services associated with

supporting clients in the implementation and construction phase.

In the UK, SLR has continued to lead routing and siting studies for electricity

transmission infrastructure that would connect a new nuclear power station and

wind farms off the coast of Cumbria with the existing national electricity

transmission system in Lancashire. This Nationally Important Infrastructure Project

being developed by National Grid involves multi-disciplinary environmental and

socio-economic input into the assessment of potentially sensitive alternative

routes, which include options passing through the Lake District National Park,

across Morecombe Bay or, a high voltage (HVDC) connection through the Irish Sea.

In Australia, SLR is actively involved in many major transportation projects being

developed to improve rail, aviation, highway or port facilities. SLR has recently

been commissioned to provide specialist noise and vibration advice for the M4

East, Stage 2 and Stage 3 of the 33km ($12Bn) WestConnex project. This

commission builds on the work SLR undertook in 2013 on the M4 Managed

Motorways (M4MM) and WestConnex Stage 1a (M4 Widening) projects. The new

study will contribute to the environmental assessment of the project through

baseline studies, predictive modelling and mitigation assessments along the

proposed route.
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Transport for NSW
Acoustic Technical Advisor
Sydney, Australia

In December 2012, the New South Wales (NSW) Government announced that it

would extend light rail from Circular Quay to Kingsford and Randwick, through the

heart of the Sydney CBD via George Street. Services were designed to be high

frequency, efficient and reliable and set to serve the Moore Park sporting and

entertainment precinct, the University of NSW and Prince of Wales Hospital. 

A dedicated light rail program team has been established in Transport for NSW

(TfNSW) to bring light rail work together into a single Sydney Light Rail Program. SLR

was successful in our tender to fulfil the Acoustic Technical Advisor role on this

project. Our work on the project included preparation of a noise and vibration

technical assessment forming part of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for

the project. Preparation of this assessment required ambient noise surveys to

characterise the existing environment along the alignment, the

identification of sensitive land uses along the route, and the prediction

of noise and vibration impacts from both construction and operation

of the system. Where required by the assessment criteria, noise and

vibration management and mitigation measures were recommended

to minimise impacts. SLR was able to quantify the benefit of

pedestrianising part of George Street through the CBD, with the

replacement of buses and road traffic by light rail predicted to result

in a significantly improved acoustic environment.

During public exhibition of the EIS, SLR also assisted TfNSW with

community engagement, by preparation of an auralisation package to

demonstrate the operational noise impacts of light rail, and by specialist

attendance at community information sessions.
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All parts of the SLR group have worked on a wide range of low-carbon renewable energy, auditing or Corporate

Social Responsibility (CSR) projects, including supporting financial institutions in assessing opportunities for

‘green fund’ investments, compliance auditing and monitoring of natural resource projects that are being

developed, through to the actual design and implementation of low carbon and sustainable developments

and processes.

Given SLR’s leading position as a global provider of specialist environmental services and the complexity of the

issues to be considered, we are well-placed to support governments or private sector businesses to meet and

exceed the expectations set.  

Developing sustainable project solutions, assisting both private

and public sector clients with defining sustainable policies or

approaches to their businesses, or highlighting areas of

responsibility is core to SLR’s business. Sustainability is now

incorporated in many projects that SLR undertakes and this

includes delivering strategic advice, to formulating policy,

providing detailed technical assessments or developing a design

that provides a sustainable solution.
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Port of Melbourne Corporation
Specialist Sustainability Advice
Melbourne, Australia

SLR was appointed by Port of Melbourne Corporation (PoMC) to provide

expert advice as part of the port’s three year sustainability program. PoMC

manages over 500 hectares of port land and more than 100,000 hectares of

declared port waters, including 45 nautical miles of commercial channels. Its

Sustainability Framework identifies four priority strategies to measure its future

performance and manage its operations in an economically, socially and

environmentally sustainable way. 

SLR was involved with providing specialist sustainability advice on a range

of matters with notable outcomes including:

•       A review of the current approach to sustainability reporting. 

•       Assist in the development of a sustainable procurement assessment 

        tool to guide Project Managers through sustainability considerations 

        in the procurement of goods and services for building and 

        construction works and asset maintenance.  

•       Facilitation of internal workshops to discuss sustainability themes 

       and high level categories for the future development of 

       sustainability metrics.

SLR’s work as the PoMC Sustainability Advisor has continued following

a recent contract extension and commitment to provide expanded

support on the consolidation of the sustainable performance metrics.
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Summary

Although macro-economic and specific market conditions remained challenging in FY13, SLR successfully delivered growth

in group revenue and sustained strong operating profitability whilst continuing to make strategic investments. The

appointment of senior and strategic consultants in strong growth sectors combined with selective acquisitions and

diversification of technical services has strengthened SLR’s global offering and position. 

Whilst the investment strategy has already been shown to be beneficial in accessing more diverse work streams across the

group companies and in leveraging regional client relationships to an international level, it is believed that further benefits

will flow through in 2014. Recent positive improvements in economic indicators and market conditions in the UK and North

America combined with potentially easing market conditions in Australia, should result in further opportunities in 2014. 



With some £11 million of acquisition finance available to be utilised at the end of the financial year, SLR is very well-placed to

continue a selective and carefully targeted programme of acquisitions during the coming year to complement the planned

organic growth.      

Neil Penhall

Chief Executive

28 February 2014
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This Strategic Report sets out for stakeholders the environment in which SLR exists,
the strategy that the Board of Directors set in the context of that environment and
the resulting performance for the period ended 1 November 2013.  

Operating Structure and Environment

The principal activity of the company is that of a holding company for the SLR group

of companies, which provide environmental consultancy and related services from

offices in Australia, Canada, Ireland, Namibia, Singapore, South Africa, Tanzania, the

UK and US.

A key element of the group’s success is the clarity and efficiency of its management

structure, the quality of its management and accounting systems and its worldwide

“one team” culture. The group has seven principal operating companies; SLR

Consulting Limited, SLR Consulting (Canada) Limited, SLR International Corporation,

SLR Consulting Australia (Pty) Limited, SLR Consulting (Africa) (Pty) Limited, SLR

Consulting (South Africa) (Pty) Limited and SLR Environmental Consulting (Ireland)

Limited which operate from a network of offices in the UK & Ireland, US & Canada,

Australia, Singapore, South Africa, Namibia and Tanzania. The group operates central

accounting and HR functions in each country, all of which report to the group Board.

Principle Risks and Uncertainties

The group has always sought to minimise risk in all aspects of its operation. Primary

risks and risk mitigation measures are briefly considered below. 

Strategic risks are limited in the group’s business. It has a focused strategy, closely

aligned with its capabilities and is operating in a rapidly growing market sector. The

Board is mindful of the risk of a failed or aborted acquisition and is not

contemplating any major changes which could damage the business. The

environmental sector is largely regulatory driven, which helps mitigate the potential

exposure to political or general economic risk. The most significant risk is one of

reputation and the group works hard to mitigate this risk by hiring high quality staff,

and applying appropriate quality management procedures. The nature of the

environmental sector tends to attract staff with high ethical standards. This is

reinforced by the group ethos and procedures. The overall strategic risk and

associated ethical risk are considered low.

The management has a track record of successful leadership and has considerable

strength and depth. The group has a fast growing and highly motivated professional

staff, many of whom have significant shareholdings in the group. Risks associated

with both management and key staff are considered low.

The group has a broadly spread business in terms of sector, geography and client

base. The rapidly growing marketplace provides good opportunities to expand brand

recognition. In terms of suppliers, the group makes limited use of subcontractors, all

of whom are subject to a strict approval process. Overall market risk, from either

clients or suppliers, is considered low.

The group normally undertakes work under its Standard Conditions of Engagement.

Where this is not the case, all non-standard contracts are reviewed by a Director and

referred to the group’s legal advisors where appropriate. 

The group has a professional HR team who work with the group’s legal advisors to

minimise risks associated with employment law. Notwithstanding the above, certain

sectors of the group’s business, such as development clients, can be litigious, and

there is always some risk with employees. The overall legal and compliance risk is

considered low to moderate.

Financial risks mainly centre around the leveraged nature of the business, although

the level of operating profitability and the strong cash flow are considered to make

this a moderate to low risk. The group has a robust accounting function which

minimises systemic risk. The Australian, US, Canadian, South African and Irish

accounting groups are small and, therefore, there is some risk as it is difficult to fully

separate functions and avoid self checking. The Board is aware of this and

appropriate steps will be taken as the group grows. Overall the financial risks are

considered low to moderate.

The group's operations expose it to a variety of financial risks including the effects of

changes in interest rates on debt, foreign currency exchange rates, credit risk and

liquidity risk. These are monitored by the board of directors and were not considered

to be significant at the balance sheet date.

Credit risk

The group's policy in respect of credit risk is to require appropriate credit checks on

potential customers before sales are made.

Cash flow and interest rate risk

Interest bearing assets comprise cash and bank deposits, all of which earn interest at

a market rate. The interest rate on bank borrowings is at market rate and the group's

policy is to keep the bank borrowings within defined limits such that the risk that

could arise from a significant change in interest rates would not have a material

impact on cash flows. Where appropriate, the group will enter into interest rate

hedging agreements to further mitigate the effects of interest rate fluctuations. The

directors monitor the overall level of borrowings and interest costs to limit any

adverse effects on the performance of the group.

Liquidity risk

The group's policy has been to ensure continuity of funding through acquiring an

element of the group's fixed assets under hire purchase contracts and finance leases

and arranging funding for operations via medium and long term loans.
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Foreign currency risk

The group is exposed in its trading operations to the risk of changes in foreign

currency exchange rates. The main foreign currencies in which the group operates are

the Australian, US and Canadian Dollar, South African Rand and the Euro. The group

has trading entities within Australia, USA, Canada, South Africa and Ireland to

mitigate the exposure to foreign currency risk in these markets. The group does not

use derivative financial instruments to mitigate foreign currency risk.

Overall the Board considers that perceived risk within the business is well managed,

although the Board continues to monitor the risk profile as the group develops.

Strategy

The group’s overall strategy is evaluated and assessed on an ongoing annual basis by

the Board of Directors. The Board’s most recent deliberations have confirmed the

continued belief that the most effective means of delivering enhanced shareholder

value year-on-year will continue to be by delivering a combination of organic growth

in our well-established businesses blended with carefully selected target bolt-on

businesses that will provide complementary additional skills to the existing

businesses’ talent pool. 

The combination of the backdrop of expected strong economic growth in resource-

rich economies into the medium-term and our focusing on key sectors such as

energy, together with nurturing and developing cross-selling opportunities both

nationally and internationally in a “one team” culture will, we believe, lead to strong

profit growth in both absolute terms and relative to our competitors.

Performance 

The Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) within the business globally revolve around

weekly utilisation reports that provide detailed information by employee to be

assessed by the executives on the first day of the following week regarding revenue

generation, direct labour costs, non-chargeable time, charge-out rates, costs per hour

and utilisation rates both for the period and year-to-date. The strength of the future

order book is regularly and frequently assessed and updated, by client and by job, in

order to gauge future staffing requirements in each business location.

The continued growth of the business is underpinned by the group’s continuing

strategy of seeking to develop business streams in growing economies backed up by

the successful integration of three acquisitions during the year in South Africa, the

US and the UK, with the business assets all hived up into the respective operating

companies prior to year-end. Group revenues increased by 10.7% to £102.8 million

(2012: £92.8 million), with the share of group revenues derived outside the UK

increased from 73.7% to 76.7%. Profit before interest, tax, goodwill amortisation and

exceptional items amounted to £8.8 million in 2013, compared to £9.4 million in 2012.

Client retention remained excellent with 55.7% of the revenue derived from clients

with whom SLR has worked for 5 years or more. This has reduced from 57.6% last year

due to the dilutive effect of business gained through acquisitions.

The results of the group for the year are set out on page 41 and the financial position

of the group is set out on page 43. Further information on the review of the business

and the directors’ expectation of the development of the group’s activities for the

coming year are given in the Chairman’s statement and Chief Executive’s review on

pages 4 to 31. The period covered by the consolidated financial statements is from 2

November 2012 to 1 November 2013. The profit and loss account is set out on page

41 and shows the loss on ordinary activities for the year after accounting for goodwill

amortisation, interest payable and taxation. No dividends were paid in the period on

the company’s A or B ordinary shares.

On behalf of the Board

J C Cook

Director

28 February 2014
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The SLR Management Limited Board is made up of seven directors, comprising three
executive directors and four non-executive directors. Three of the non-executive directors
are independent, with the other nominated by 3i Investments Plc.

Graham joined the Board of SLR Management Limited in 2012. He was formerly
Chief Executive of QinetiQ, a position he held from 2005 to 2009, having joined
the company in 2001. He is on the Board of STEMNET (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics Network), the Advisory Board of SEMTA (Sector
Skills Council for Science, Engineering and Manufacturing Technologies) and is a
Principal at the Chertoff Group (a strategic advisory group focused on security,
intelligence and government services).

Graham is also chairman of LGC, Racing Green Cars and Eversholt Rail Group.

Kevin is responsible for the Americas and serves as Chairman of SLR International
Corporation in the US and President of SLR Consulting (Canada) Limited as well as being
an Executive Director of SLR Management Limited. Prior to joining SLR in 2000, Kevin
was the Chief Operating Officer of SECOR International, a $100m turnover
international environmental consultancy with its head office in Seattle. Previously
Kevin worked as an exploration geologist for a French consulting firm in India,
Indonesia, Singapore, Australia and the Middle East. 

Kevin has over 30 years of experience with environmental consultancies and oil
exploration companies and holds an MBA (International Business) and MSc
(Hydrogeology) from the University of Birmingham. He is a registered geologist,
licensed hydrogeologist and serves as a Director of the British-American Business
Council (Pacific Northwest).

Jonathan joined SLR in June 2009 in the newly created role of Finance Director of
SLR Management Limited and has overall responsibility for all finance and I.T.
functions within the group.

He has over 20 years of experience as a finance director in a number of public-
quoted and private-equity backed businesses. His transactional background includes
IPO and trade sales.

Jonathan is a Chartered Accountant and holds an MA in Economics from
Cambridge University.

Neil is the Chief Executive of SLR Management Limited and a director of a number
of its subsidiaries with overall responsibility for the management of the group. Neil
was formerly responsible for all international operations outside of the Americas
(UK, Ireland, Africa and Australia). In addition to leading and directing the strategic
growth, operations and diversification of the business, Neil had been Managing
Director of the UK business since 2001.

Prior to joining SLR in 1995, Neil held consultancy roles with major international
consultancies such as Rust Environmental (now Parsons Brinckerhoff) and Dames &
Moore International (now URS). Neil qualified as a mining engineer and has more than
25 years of experience in international environmental consultancy.

Graham Love (59)
Non Executive Chairman

Jonathan Cook (55)
Finance Director

Neil Penhall (49)
Chief Executive

Kevin Rattue (54)
Executive Director
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John joined the board of SLR Management Limited in 2004. He was formerly the
senior partner at Birmingham-based corporate law firm Wragge & Co, where he led
the growth of the practice from a turnover of £15.7 million to a £77.8 million
turnover, international business with 110 partners. 

John is also non-executive Chairman of Real Estate Investors Plc, Sense and the
Birmingham Hippodrome Theatre Trust. He is also Chairman of Staffline Group Plc.

John Crabtree OBE (64)
Non Executive Director

Mick joined the Board of SLR Management Limited in October 2011. Mick has worked
in the Energy Sector for more than 30 years and spent much of that time being
responsible for growing Hydrosearch from an embryonic consultancy into one of the
leading geosciences and HSE consultancies in the world.  

In 2003, Hydrosearch was acquired by the RPS Group to form its nascent Energy Division
and Mick was appointed Managing Director – Operations, helping to grow and develop
the Division significantly over the next five years through a combination of an active
acquisition strategy and subsequent organic growth. In 2008, Mick left RPS to provide
commercial and business advice to consultancies in the Energy Sector. 

Mick is the founding Chairman of the International Energy Consultants Organisation
(IECO) and has an MSc in Marine Geophysics, Geotechnics and Oceanography from
Bangor University.

Mick Cook (59)
Non Executive Director

Pete is a Director within 3i’s Private Equity Business and leads 3i’s activities in the
business services sector. He has been at 3i since 2006 and has been involved in a
number of transactions, particularly within business services, during that time. Prior
to 3i, he worked in strategy consulting at Accenture.

Recent transactions and board positions other than SLR include Civica, the
international software and services provider, Inspectorate, a leading global provider of
testing and inspection services to the commodities sector and ESG, a UK based
provider of environmental testing, inspection and certification.

Pete Wilson (32)
Non Executive Director
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The directors present their report together with the financial statements for the
period ended 1 November 2013. This report should be read in conjunction with the
Strategic Report.    

Results and Dividends

The profit and loss account is set out on page 41 and shows the loss on ordinary

activities for the year.

No dividends were paid in the period on the company’s A or B ordinary shares.

Principal Activities

The principal activity of the company is that of a holding company for the SLR

group of companies, which provide environmental consultancy and related services

from offices in Australia, Canada, Ireland, Namibia, Singapore, South Africa,

Tanzania, the UK and US.

Shareholder Structure

The shareholder structure at 1 November 2013 was as follows:

3i 28.89%

Directors and senior management 48.49%

Other employees & EBT 22.62%

During the year the SLR Holdings Employee Benefit Trust ("EBT") acquired 913,452

shares for a consideration of £945,277 by virtue of purchase from employees leaving

the group or reducing their working hours and disposed of 775,000 shares for a total

consideration of £501,500. The EBT held 305,749 shares at 1 November 2013,

representing 0.48% of the issued share capital at that date.

Directors

The directors of the company during the year were as follows:

D G Richards (deceased 6 November 2013)

K G Rattue 

N C Penhall

J Crabtree 

J C Cook

D Whileman (resigned 21 June 2013) 

M Cook                                          

G Love                                                         

P Wilson (appointed 2 August 2013)

At 1 November 2013, third party indemnity insurance for the benefit of the company’s

directors was in force.

Board Composition and Operation

The board is made up of three executive directors and four non-executive directors.

The executive directors are:

Neil Penhall (Chief Executive)

Kevin Rattue (President, SLR Consulting (Canada) Limited; Chairman, SLR

International Corporation)

Jonathan Cook (Group Finance Director)

The non-executive directors are:

Graham Love (Independent Chairman)

Pete Wilson (3i Investments Plc nominated Director)

John Crabtree (Independent Director)

Mick Cook (Independent Director)

The board meets regularly and where appropriate operates in a manner consistent

with the recommendations of the UK Corporate Governance Code. 

The Audit, Remuneration and Nomination Committees in each case comprise three

non-executive directors. The Audit and Remuneration Committees meet regularly to

undertake their responsibilities in a manner consistent with the recommendations of

the UK Corporate Governance Code. The Nominations Committee meets as required.

Audit Committee

The Audit Committee comprises three non-executive directors and is chaired by

Graham Love. It meets as required and specifically to review the Annual Report and

to consider the suitability and monitor the effectiveness of the internal control

processes. There were two Audit Committee meetings during the year. The Audit

Committee reviews the findings of the external auditors and reviews accounting

policies and material accounting judgements.

The independence of the auditors is considered by the Audit Committee. The Audit

Committee meets twice per calendar year with the auditors to discuss their objectivity

and independence, the Annual Report, any audit issues arising, internal control

procedures and any other appropriate matters. As well as providing audit related

services, the auditors provide taxation advice, corporate finance services, share scheme

advice and undertake work in relation to the statutory books. The fees in respect of the

non-audit services provided are disclosed in note 6 and are not deemed to be of such

significance to them as to impair their independence. The Audit Committee considers

that the objectivity and independence of the auditors is safeguarded.
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Statement of Directors' Responsibilities

The directors are responsible for preparing the annual report and the financial

statements in accordance with applicable law and regulations. 

Company law requires the directors to prepare financial statements for each financial

year. Under that law the directors have elected to prepare the group and company

financial statements in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted

Accounting Practice (United Kingdom Accounting Standards and applicable law).

Under company law the directors must not approve the financial statements unless

they are satisfied that they give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the group

and company and of the profit or loss of the group for that period.

In preparing these financial statements, the directors are required to:

• select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;

• make judgements and accounting estimates that are reasonable and prudent;

• state whether applicable UK Accounting Standards have been followed, subject 

to any material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements; 

• prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is 

inappropriate to presume that the company will continue in business.

The directors are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records that are

sufficient to show and explain the company’s transactions and disclose with reasonable

accuracy at any time the financial position of the company and enable them to ensure

that the financial statements comply with the Companies Act 2006. They are also

responsible for safeguarding the assets of the company and hence for taking reasonable

steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

Corporate Governance

SLR has had a strong system of governance in place throughout its existence. The

Board believes that current standards are commensurate with the nature and size of

the company and consistent with listed companies of a similar size. The Board

continues to review corporate governance issues in the light of current best practice

and seeks continual improvement.

Internal Control and Risk Management

The group has always sought to minimise risk in all aspects of its operation. Primary

risks and risk mitigation measures are considered in the Strategic Report. In summary,

many of the key areas of risk (strategic and ethical, management & key staff, clients

or suppliers) are considered to be low; legal & compliance risks and accounting risks

are considered to be low to moderate. 

The group's operations expose it to a variety of financial risks including the effects of

changes in interest rates on debt, foreign currency exchange rates, credit risk and

liquidity risk. These are monitored by the board of directors and were not considered

to be significant at the balance sheet date. The group’s policies towards each of these

individual risks are addressed in the Strategic Report.

Overall the Board considers that perceived risk within the business is well managed,

although the Board continues to monitor the risk profile as the group develops.

Employment Policies

The group’s business is based on attracting, retaining and motivating staff of the

highest technical quality, who are also commercial in their approach and committed

to the strategy and growth of the group. The Board recognises that the retention and

motivation of existing employees and the attraction of new high calibre employees

is critical in a professional services company. As such, the group uses a range of

dedicated and sophisticated methods to achieve this, including professional training

and development, a flexible approach to working hours and practices, and a wide

range of staff incentives incorporating government approved ownership schemes.

Employment of disabled persons

On the basis of information provided by applicants, and interviews conducted, SLR

did not receive any applications for employment by disabled persons during the

period. Had it done so they would have been assessed in accordance with our equal

opportunities policy, which confirms the group’s commitment to apply employment

criteria which are fair, equitable and consistent regardless of an applicant’s race,

creed, colour, nationality, sex or disability.

With respect to existing disabled staff, they are treated in accordance with our equal

opportunities policy and are actively encouraged to partake in the career

development and training programmes which are available to all staff.
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Employment Policies (continued)

Employee involvement

As a professional services firm with wide employee ownership, SLR is committed to

providing all its employees with regular briefings on the development of the

company and key issues affecting its staff. This is achieved in a number of ways, using

both the IT systems and direct meetings and discussions.

SLR has an intranet site, SLR Connect which provides a wide range of information to all

staff including all employment policies, detailed financial information, news on fellow

employees, company development etc. In addition, the management and senior

technical staff convene regular staff meetings to update staff on the strategic and local

development of the group, including the potential acquisitions of other companies. An

essential part of these meetings is an open question and answer session where all

employees are encouraged to raise any issues they may have for discussion.

Career development and professional training

The group is committed to strong organic growth which provides clear opportunities

for staff to develop their careers within the group. The group also supports

professional development and has programmes in place to help employees achieve

Chartered status (or equivalent) in their chosen profession. SLR also supports staff in

continuing education and is currently providing bursaries for five staff in South Africa

who are taking full time university or college courses.  

Charitable policy

The group focusses on working with its employees across the group to support

charities local to our operations. As well as direct contributions to local charities, the

group also provides indirect support such as paying employee’s entrance fees for

charitable events and providing staff time pro bono. 

In 2013 SLR supported staff participating in a number of diverse charitable events, as

well as making direct donations to a range of cancer and other medical charities.

Employee incentivisation

As well as providing staff with industry standard employment packages in terms of

salary and other benefits, the group runs a discretionary bonus scheme to which all

staff are eligible. The group also has a share option scheme and Employee Benefit

Trust to provide ownership to key employees. The employee ownership scheme is

considered by the Board to have been very successful in retaining key employees

who are delivering significant shareholder value.

Corporate Social Responsibility

The Board is committed to operating the group in a socially and environmentally

responsible manner and ensures that appropriate policies are in place to achieve that.

The responsibility for ensuring compliance is delegated to the Board’s Executive

Directors, and by their nature to every employee in their dealings with their

colleagues, clients and the public at large.

The group has existing policies covering Business Ethics, Environmental Standards,

Equal Opportunities, Family Support, Charitable Contributions, and Health & Safety.

These are subject to regular review, are amended and updated as appropriate and are

as follows:

Business ethics

SLR expects all staff to behave in a professional manner at all times, maintaining the

highest standards of integrity, honesty and conduct, as well as obeying all applicable

laws. The group works for many clients in the same business areas and encourages

employees to assess and report conflicts of interest, either personal or corporate, so

these can be avoided or resolved to the satisfaction of all parties.

Environmental standards

As a leading international environmental consultancy, SLR is committed to improving

its environmental performance. Although, by its nature, it is not a business with

substantial direct environmental impact, the group and its employees continually

seek to minimise that environmental impact in a manner consistent with a growing

group with its main activities focussed on reducing the environmental impact of its

clients. Examples of the practical aspects of the environmental policy are the

consistent review of the group’s vehicles to drive a sustained reduction in CO2
emissions (whilst also encouraging the use of public transport where possible), re-use

and recycling of the waste stream where possible, and minimising heat and power

usage in offices.  

Equal opportunities

SLR is a people business and is committed to supporting all of its employees. We

afford equal opportunities to all employees and potential employees regardless of

race, creed, colour, nationality, sex or disability. We apply employment policies

which are fair, equitable and consistent with the skills and abilities of our employees

and the needs of the business. SLR will not perpetuate or condone any

discriminatory act or attitude in the conduct of our business with the public or our

employees and any acts of racial or sexual discrimination are regarded as

disciplinary offences.
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Family support

The group also recognises the importance of work/life balance in the wellbeing of its

employees. It has developed a series of “family friendly” policies, and has encouraged

part time working and job share, where these are consistent with the needs of the

individual and the group.

Health and safety

The group is committed to achieving and maintaining high standards of health and

safety within the organisation. The group board is responsible for health and safety

within the group and for ensuring that safety remains a priority and an integral part

of its activities. The companies within the group have appropriate general Health &

Safety policies, with specific Health & Safety plans and risk assessments being

developed for particular activities or sites. In certain instances, particularly in the oil

industry, the group’s employees are inducted into our clients’ policies and

procedures. Where this is the case, and the policies are deemed reasonable and

appropriate, the group requires its employees to conform to those procedures.

Acquisitions

On 1 March 2013, a subsidiary company SLR African Holdings (Pty) Limited acquired the

entire share capital of Synergistics Environmental Services (Pty) Limited (“Synergistics”)

for approximately ZAR 8.8 million total consideration. The consideration payable

includes an amount of deferred consideration.

On 1 March 2013, a subsidiary company SLR International Corporation acquired

substantially all the business assets of Strategic Engineering and Science Incorporated

(“SES”) for approximately $4.9 million total consideration. The consideration payable

includes an amount of deferred consideration. 

On 3 September 2013, the company acquired the entire share capital of Cooper

Partnership Limited (“Cooper”) for approximately £710,636 total consideration. The

consideration payable includes an amount of deferred consideration.

Post Balance Sheet Events

On 3 February 2014, a subsidiary company SLR International Corporation acquired

the entire share capital of HFP Acoustical Consultants LLC and a subsidiary company

SLR Consulting (Canada) Limited acquired the entire share capital of HFP Acoustical

Consultants Corporation (together “HFP”) for approximately $3.1 million total

consideration. The consideration payable includes an amount of deferred

consideration.

Auditors

All of the current directors have taken all the steps that they ought to have taken to

make themselves aware of any information needed by the company's auditors for the

purposes of their audit and to establish that the auditors are aware of that

information. The directors are not aware of any relevant audit information of which

the auditors are unaware.

On behalf of the Board

J C Cook

Director

28 February 2014
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Opinion on other matters prescribed by the Companies Act 2006

In our opinion the information given in the directors’ report for the financial year for the

financial year for which the financial statements are prepared is consistent with the

financial statements.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception

We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters where the Companies Act

2006 requires us to report to you if, in our opinion:

• adequate accounting records have not been kept by the parent company, or returns 

adequate for our audit have not been received from branches not visited by us; or

• the parent company financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting 

records and returns; or

• certain disclosures of directors’ remuneration specified by law are not made; or

• we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit.

Simon Brooker, senior statutory auditor

For and on behalf of BDO LLP, statutory auditor

Reading

United Kingdom

28 February 2014

BDO LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales (with registered number OC305127).

To the members of SLR Management Limited

We have audited the financial statements of SLR Management Limited for the year

ended 1 November 2013 which comprise the consolidated profit and loss account, the

consolidated statement of total recognised gains and losses, the consolidated and

company balance sheets, the consolidated cash flow statement and the related notes.

The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is

applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally

Accepted Accounting Practice).

This report is made solely to the company’s members, as a body, in accordance with

Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act 2006. Our audit work has been undertaken

so that we might state to the company’s members those matters we are required to

state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent

permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the

company and the company’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or

for the opinions we have formed.

Respective responsibilities of directors and auditors

As explained more fully in the statement of directors’ responsibilities, the directors are

responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied that

they give a true and fair view. Our responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on the

financial statements in accordance with applicable law and International Standards on

Auditing (UK and Ireland).  Those standards require us to comply with the Financial

Reporting Council’s (FRC’s) Ethical Standards for Auditors. 

Scope of the audit of the financial statements

A description of the scope of an audit of financial statements is provided on the FRC’s

website at www.frc.org.uk/apb/scope/private.cfm. 

Opinion on financial statements

In our opinion the financial statements: 

• give a true and fair view of the state of the group’s and the parent company’s affairs

as at 1 November 2013 and of the group’s loss for the year then ended;

• have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom 

GenerallyAccepted Accounting Practice; and

• have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006.
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92,810,162102,761,226              

Note 2013
£

Total

2012
£

Total

Turnover 2

(42,016,187)(48,110,376)3Cost of sales

50,793,97554,650,850              Gross profit

(46,480,436)(51,862,914)3,6Administrative expenses

9,371,697 8,801,865              Operating profit before goodwill amortisation and exceptional items

(4,448,579)(5 ,054,612)

(609,579)(959,317)

Goodwill amortisation

Exceptional items

Operating profit 4,313,5392,787,936              6

110,59078,419              Interest receivable

(3 ,203,367)(3 ,424,856)7Interest payable and similar charges

1,220,762(558,501)(Loss)/profit on ordinary activities before taxation

(1 ,621,302)(1 ,690,728)8

6

Taxation on (loss)/profit from ordinary activities

(400,540)(2 ,249,229)19Loss on ordinary activities after taxation

All amounts shown relate to continuing activities.
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Note 2013
£

2012
£

(731,140)(255,764)19

(400,540)(2 ,249,229)19Loss for the financial year

Exchange differences 

(1 ,131,680)(2 ,504,993)Total recognised losses for the year
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Neil Penhall

Director

Company Number 6538090

67,905,64865,321,996              10

Note 2013
£

2013
£

2012
£

2012
£

Fixed assets

3,462,6473,173,479              11

Intangible assets

Tangible assets

71,368,29568,495,475              

Current assets

23,752,04126,436,868              13Debtors

7,791,8648,103,303              Cash at bank and in hand

31,543,90534,540,171              

(19,971,270)(22,771,225)15Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

11,572,635 11,768,946              Net current assets

82,940,930 80,264,421              Total assets less current liabilities

(37,033,360)(36,304,786)16Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year

45,907,57043,959,635              Net assets

Capital and reserves

62,66564,177              18Called up share capital

32,660,20533,269,154              19Share premium account

16,206,77216,271,672              19Merger reserve

(3,022,072)(5 ,645,368)19Profit and loss account

45,907,57043,959,635              20Shareholders' funds
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The financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors and authorised for issue on 28 February 2014.
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Neil Penhall

Director

Company Number 6538090 Note 2013
£

2013
£

2012
£

2012
£

Fixed assets

66,154,920  67,494,394               12Investments

Current assets

12,394,12513,756,721              13Debtors

697,168   773,323                  Cash at bank and in hand

13,091,29314,530,044              

(20,197,213)(25,012,311)15Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

(7 ,105,920)(10,482,267)Net current liabilities

59,049,000 57,012,127              Total assets less current liabilities

(32,567,537)(31,525,895)16Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year

26,481,463  25,486,232                  Net assets

Capital and reserves

62,665 64,177              18Called up share capital

32,660,20533,269,154               19Share premium account

(6,241,407)(7 ,847,099)19Profit and loss account

26,481,463 25,486,232              20Shareholders' funds
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Note 2013
£

2013
£

2012
£

2012
£

Net cash inflow from operating activities 9,041,27210,493,113              23

Returns on investments and servicing of finance

110,59078,419              Interest received

(1,747,838)(1 ,866,810)Interest and similar charges paid

(2,089,968)(133,531)Fee on new loans and related costs

(116,631)(86,862)Interest element of finance lease rental payments 

(3 ,843,847)(2 ,008,784)Net cash outflow from returns on investments and servicing of finance

(2 ,225,776)(1 ,664,881)Taxation

Capital expenditure and financial investment

(851,256)(1 ,501,654)Purchase of tangible fixed assets

1,620107,102              Sale of tangible fixed assets

(849,636)(1 ,394,552)

Acquisitions and disposals 

(2 ,700,897)(1 ,997,417)Deferred purchase consideration

(2,036,942)(2 ,525,836)Purchase of subsidiary undertakings

588,977 381,357              Bank balances acquired with subsidiary undertakings

(4,148,862)(4 ,141,896)

(2 ,026,849)1,283,000              Cash inflow/(outflow) before use of liquid resources and financing

Financing

315,907 252,862              Share capital issued

31,083,064 1,713,642              Loans advanced in the year

(28,689,402)(1 ,695,894)Loan repayments in the year

(569,602)(798,394)Capital element of finance lease rental payments

(186,915)(443,777)Employee benefit trust transactions

1,953,052(971,561)

(73,797)311,439              24,25Increase/(Decrease) in cash
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1 Accounting policies

The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention as

modified by the revaluation of fixed asset listed investments and are in accordance

with applicable accounting standards. The following principal accounting policies

have been applied:

Basis of consolidation

The consolidated financial statements incorporate the results of SLR Management

Limited and all of its subsidiary undertakings as at 1 November 2013 using the

acquisition method of accounting. The results of subsidiary undertakings are included

from the date of acquisition.

Going concern

The directors have considered the cash flow requirements for the group for a period

including twelve months from the date of approval of these financial statements.

Based on these projections, the directors consider that both the company and the

group will have sufficient cash resources during this period to pay all of its liabilities

as they fall due and therefore consider it appropriate to continue to prepare the

accounts on a going concern basis.

Goodwill

Goodwill arising on an acquisition of a subsidiary undertaking is the difference between

the fair value of the consideration paid and the fair value of the assets and liabilities

acquired. It is capitalised and amortised through the profit and loss account over the

directors' estimate of its useful economic life. Impairment tests on the carrying value of

goodwill are undertaken:

• at the end of the first full year following acquisition;

• in other periods if events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying 

value may not be recoverable.

Goodwill arising on the acquisition of a company's trade and assets is the difference

between the fair value of the consideration paid and the fair value of the assets and

liabilities acquired. It is capitalised and amortised through the profit and loss account

over the directors' estimate of its useful economic life. 

Goodwill is being amortised over periods between 5 and 20 years dependent on the

acquisition made.

Impairment of fixed assets and goodwill

The need for any fixed asset impairment write down is assessed by comparison of the

carrying value of the asset against the higher of realisable value and value in use.

Turnover

Turnover represents the amounts (excluding VAT or local taxes) derived from the

provision of work for clients during the year.

Services provided to clients during the year which at the balance sheet date have not

been billed, have been recognised as turnover in accordance with Financial Reporting

Standard 5 'Reporting the substance of transactions': Application Note G 'Revenue

Recognition'. Turnover recognised in this manner is based on an assessment of the fair

value of the services provided at the balance sheet date as a proportion of the total

value of the engagement. Provision is made against unbilled amounts on those

engagements where the right to receive payment is contingent on factors outside the

control of the company. Unbilled revenue is included in accrued income.

Tangible fixed assets and depreciation

Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation.

Depreciation is provided to write off the cost less estimated residual values, of all fixed

assets, evenly over their expected useful lives. It is calculated at the following rates:

Plant and machinery - 20% - 33% per annum

Fixtures and fittings - 10% - 33% per annum

Motor vehicles - 17% - 33% per annum

Computer equipment - 33% - 50% per annum

Investments

Investments held as fixed assets are stated at cost less any provision for impairment.

At a company level, where advantage can be been taken of merger relief rules, shares

issued as consideration for acquisitions are accounted for at nominal value.

Taxation

The charge for taxation is based on the result for the year and takes into account

taxation deferred.

Current tax is measured at amounts expected to be paid using the tax rates and laws

that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance sheet date.

Deferred tax balances are recognised in respect of all timing differences that have

originated but not reversed by the balance sheet date except that the recognition of

deferred tax assets is limited to the extent that the company anticipates making

sufficient taxable profits in the future to absorb the reversal of the underlying timing

differences. Deferred tax balances are not discounted. 
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Leased assets

Where assets are financed by leasing agreements that give rights approximating to

ownership ('finance leases'), the assets are treated as if they had been purchased outright.

The amount capitalised is the present value of the minimum lease payments payable during

the lease term. The corresponding leasing commitments are shown as amounts payable to

the lessor. Depreciation on the relevant assets is charged to the profit and loss account.

Lease payments are analysed between capital and interest components so that the interest

element of the payment is charged to the profit and loss account over the period of the

lease and represents a constant proportion of the balance of capital repayments

outstanding. The capital part reduces the amounts payable to the lessor.  

All other leases are treated as operating leases. Their annual rentals are charged to the

profit and loss account on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease.

Foreign currency

Foreign currency transactions of individual companies are translated at the rates ruling

when they occurred. Foreign currency monetary assets and liabilities are translated at the

rates ruling at the balance sheet dates. Any differences are taken to the profit and loss

account of the companies concerned except for foreign equity investments financed

through foreign currency borrowings which are translated at the rates ruling at the balance

sheet dates with any differences arising taken to reserves of the companies concerned.

The results of overseas operations are translated at the average rates of exchange during

the year and their balance sheets translated into sterling at the rates of exchange ruling

on the balance sheet date. Exchange differences which arise from translation of the

opening net assets and results of foreign subsidiary undertakings and from translating the

profit and loss account at average rate are taken to consolidated reserves.

All other exchange differences in the consolidated financial statements are taken to the

consolidated profit and loss account with the exception of differences on foreign

currency borrowings used to finance or provide a hedge against foreign equity

investments. These are taken directly to consolidated reserves to the extent of the

exchange difference arising on the related investment. 

Pension costs

Contributions to the Group's defined contribution pension schemes are charged to the

profit and loss account in the period in which they become payable.

Financial liabilities and equity

Financial liabilities and equity instruments are initially measured at the amount of net

proceeds received.

Financial liabilities and equity are classified according to the substance of the financial

instrument's contractual obligations, rather than the financial instrument's legal form.

Finance costs

Finance costs are charged to the profit and loss account over the term of the debt so

that the amount charged is at a constant rate on the carrying amount.

Debt issue costs

Issue costs are initially recognised as a reduction in the proceeds of the associated

capital instrument and are charged straight line to the profit and loss accounts over

the life of the debt instrument.

Employee benefit trust

The cost of the company’s shares held by an employee benefit trust (“EBT”) is deducted

from shareholders’ funds in the group balance sheet. Any cash received by the EBT on

disposal of the shares it holds is also recognised directly in shareholders’ funds.  Other

assets and liabilities of the EBT (including borrowings) are recognised as assets and

liabilities of the group.

FRS 20 'Share based payment'

The fair value of employee share option plans is measured at the date of grant of the

option using an appropriate valuation model. The resulting cost, as adjusted for the

expected and actual level of vesting of the options, is charged to income over the

period in which the options vest. At each balance sheet date before vesting, the

cumulative expense is calculated, representing the extent to which the vesting period

has expired and management’s best estimate of the achievement or otherwise of non-

market conditions, of the number of equity instruments that will ultimately vest. The

movement in cumulative expense since the previous balance sheet date is recognised

in the income statement with a corresponding entry in equity.

2 Turnover

Turnover is wholly attributable to the principal activity of the group in the following

geographic markets:

United Kingdom

United States

Group
2013

£

Group
2012

£

Canada

Europe

Australia

Rest of the World

24,084,87223,869,011              

17,887,16723,200,731              

21,868,63524,252,929              

2,030,5802,630,240              

19,436,15220,646,614              

Africa 7,423,258  7,886,888              

79,498274,813              

92,810,162102,761,226              
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There were 3 (2012: 4) directors in the Group's defined contribution pension schemes

during the year.

No directors exercised share options in the current the year. One director exercised

share options in prior year.

5 Directors4 Employees

The average number of employees, including directors, during the year analysed by

category was as follows:

The company has no employees.

3 Acquired operations

The analysis of continuing and acquired operations in respect of cost of sales and administrative expenses is shown below.   

Group
2013
Total

Continuing
£

Group
2012
Total

Continuing
£

Cost of sales 42,016,187              48,110,376              

46,480,436              51,862,914              Administrative expenses

Wages and salaries

Staff costs consist of:

Social security costs

Group
2013

£

Group
2012

£

Other pension costs

Share based payments

40,432,39845,621,779              

2,869,5233,311,776              

2,036,3672,047,021              

274,514325,474              

45,612,80251,306,050              

Technical

Management and administration

Group
2013

Number

Group
2012

Number

770833              

172185              

9421018              

Fees and remuneration for

management services

Directors' emoluments consist of:

Group
2013

£

Group
2012

£

602,180607,895              

Payments to defined contribution

pension schemes 26,489

628,669

23,551              

Payments to defined contribution

pension schemes 10,50010,500              

159,744161,430              

631,446              

149,244150,930              Emoluments

Emoluments of the highest

paid director:

Separate information for acquired operations is not available and as such the income, cost of sales and administrative expenses since acquisition has been included as part

of continuing operations in the year ended 1 November 2013. This is as a result of the acquired operations being hived into a group undertaking and therefore the results are

no longer separately identifiable. Details of trading in the periods prior to acquisitions are included in note 27.
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7 Interest payable and similar charges6 Operating profit

A total charge of £959,317 (2012: £609,579) has been recognised in respect of

exceptional administrative costs and relates to:

The redundancy costs relates to restructuring of group activities, primarily in

Australia and UK. The office closure costs relate to the expenses incurred in respect

of the closure of offices in Australia and USA during the year.  

Depreciation

- owned assets

This has been arrived at after
charging/(crediting):

Group
2013

£

Group
2012

£

1,053,8861,178,690              

- leased assets 565,606546,318              

Amortisation of goodwill 4 ,448,5795,054,612              

Hire of plant and machinery 

- operating leases 394,081443,810              

Hire of other assets  

- operating leases 3,853,7104,083,604              

Fees payable to the company’s auditor

for the audit of the company’s annual

accounts 54,86358,154              

Fees payable to the company’s auditor

and its associates for other services:

66,04351,751              - tax services

40,57864,578              - all other services

(165,751)50,316              Exchange differences

132,931(17,632)(Profit)/loss on disposal of fixed assets

- the audit of the company’s

subsidiaries pursuant to legislation

Redundancy costs 

Group
2013

£

Group
2012

£

360,695640,994              

Office closure costs 248,884318,323              

609,579959,317              

Bank loans and overdrafts

Hire purchase and finance leases

Group
2013

£

Group
2012

£

1,483,6571,564,384              

116,63186,862              

Unwinding of discount on

deferred consideration 190,569193,140              

596,139659,597              Debt issue and related costs

816,371920,873              Other interest costs

3,203,3673,424,856              

215,628230,719              
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The tax assessed for the year is different to the standard rate of corporation tax in the UK. The differences are explained below:

(Loss)/profit on ordinary activities before tax

Group
2013

£

Group
2012

£

1,220,762(558,501)

303,115(130,745)

Effects of:

86,66071,808              Expenses not deductible for tax purposes

1,104,5821,180,340              Goodwill on consolidation

21,70313,365              

(212,675)196,590              Movement in short term timing differences

7,095(15,144)Non-taxable income

344,272208,056              Tax rate differences

(323,620)193,340              

133,042126,017              Overseas provincial and capital taxes

(42,161)(40,855)Other Items

1,422,0132,137,792              Current tax charge for period

Adjustments to tax charge in respect of previous periods

Depreciation for the year in excess of capital allowances

-335,020              Unrelieved tax losses

8 Taxation on (loss)/profit from ordinary activities 

Current tax

Group
2013

£

Group
2012

£

UK corporation tax on (loss)/profit of the period 43,9711,397              

Adjustments to UK corporation tax in respect of previous periods (56,828)215,614              

1,701,6621,902,256              Overseas tax

(266,792)18,525               

1,422,013 2,137,792              Total current tax

Deferred tax

199,289 (447,064)

1,621,302 1,690,728              

Origination and reversal of timing differences

Adjustments to overseas tax in respect of previous periods

(Loss)/profit on ordinary activities at the standard rate of corporation tax in the UK of 23.41% (2012: 24.83%)
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9 Loss for the financial period

The company has taken advantage of the exemption allowed under section 408 of the

Companies Act 2006 and has not presented its own profit and loss account in these

financial statements. The group loss for the year includes a loss after tax of £1,904,897

(2012: £2,446,119) dealt with in the financial statements of the parent company.

10 Intangible assets

Goodwill on consolidation is being amortised over the directors’ best estimate of its

useful economic life, being between 5 and 20 years dependent on the acquisition made.

Cost

Group

Goodwill on
consolidation

£

At 3 November 2012 86,160,972

Additions 2,553,050

Adjustments to deferred consideration (172,489)

Adjustment to cost of acquisition 90,399              

At 1 November 2013 88,631,932              

Amortisation

At 3 November 2012 18,255,324

Provided for the year 5,054,612

At 1 November 2013 23,309,936              

Net book value

At 1 November 2013 65,321,996              

At 2 November 2012 67,905,648
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12 Fixed asset investments 

Cost and net book value

Company

At 3 November 2012

Group
undertakings

£

66,154,920

Additions 1,339,474 

At 1 November 2013 67,494,394              

The additions to the Company’s fixed asset investments include the fair value

of share based payment awards made to employees of subsidiary undertakings

and the acquisition of further subsidiary undertakings during the year.

11 Tangible assets

Fixtures
& fittings

£

Motor
vehicles 

£

Computer
equipment

£

Total

£

Cost

Group

Plant &
machinery 

£

At 3 November 2012 13,539,4287,311,875653,697 2,623,5092,950,347

Additions 1,621,915866,219   83,161   222,159   450,376   

Reinstatement (176,410)  (15,212)  (6 ,641)  (35,762)  (118,795)  

Acquired with subsidiary 197,243122,317  -    73,569   1 ,357  

Disposals (197,998)(23,780)  (141,459)  (5 ,762)  (26,997)  

Exchange differences (467,734)  (172,007)  (47,849)  (112,260)  (135,618)  

At 1 November 2013 14,516,444              8 ,089,412              540,909               2 ,765,453               3 ,120,670               

Depreciation

At 3 November 2012 10,076,781              5 ,709,279              347,861               2 ,016,692               2 ,002,949

Charge for the year 1,725,0081,064,423    75,611    231,406    353,568    

Reinstatement (86,012)  (5 ,100)  (5 ,110)  (12,481)  (63,321)  

Acquired with subsidiary 106,738102,212   -    4 ,449    77   

Disposals (108,528)(22,482)  (73,234)  (1 ,680)  (11,132)  

Exchange differences (371,022)  (153,970)  (27,342)  (84,734)  (104,976)  

At 1 November 2013 11,342,965              6 ,694,362              317,786               2 ,153,652               2 ,177,165               

Net book value

At 1 November 2013 3,173,479              1 ,395,050              223,123               611,801               943,505               

At 2 November 2012 3,462,6471,602,596305,836606,817947,398

Assets held under finance leases and hire purchase contracts:

Net book value

At 1 November 2013 769,108               402,590               69,514               180,663               116,341               

At 2 November 2012 1,326,901  682,736  270,549  104,757  268,859  
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13 Debtors

* investment held by SLR Holdings Limited

** investment held by SLR Environmental Holdings Limited

*** investment held by SLR Group Limited

† investment held by SLR Environmental Consulting (Ireland) Limited

†† investment held by SLR African Holdings (Pty) Limited

Subsidiary undertakings

The principal subsidiary undertakings in which the company's interest at the year end was 20% or more are as follows:

Country of
incorporation 
or registration

Class of 
share capital 
held

Proportion
of share capital
held

Nature of business

SLR Holdings Limited 

Name

Holding company100%OrdinaryEngland

SLR Group Limited* Holding company100%OrdinaryEngland

John Barnett Associates Limited† Environmental consultants100%OrdinaryIreland

SLR Intermediate Holding Company Limited*** Holding company100%OrdinaryEngland

SLR Consulting Australia (Pty) Limited Environmental consultants100%OrdinaryAustralia

SLR African Holdings (Pty) Limited Holding company100%OrdinarySouth Africa

SLR Environmental Consulting (Namibia) (Pty) Limited†† Environmental consultants100%OrdinaryNamibia

SLR Consulting (South Africa) (Pty) Limited†† Environmental consultants100%OrdinarySouth Africa

SLR Consulting (Africa) (Pty) Limited†† Environmental consultants100%OrdinarySouth Africa

SLR Consulting Limited* Environmental consultants100%OrdinaryEngland

SLR International Corporation* Environmental consultants100%OrdinaryUSA

SLR Environmental Holdings Limited Holding company100%OrdinaryIreland

SLR Consulting (Canada) Limited* Environmental consultants
100%

100%

Ordinary

Preferred
Canada

SLR Environmental Consulting (Ireland) Limited** Environmental consultants
100%

100%

A Ordinary

B Ordinary
Ireland

Group
2013

£

Company
2013 

£

Group
2012

£

Company
2012

£

Trade debtors -19,399,474              -20,201,452               

Amounts owed by group undertakings 12,370,256-13,413,018               -

Other debtors -103,033-240,902               

Prepayments and accrued income 23,8693,332,00324,495               4 ,672,680               

Deferred tax (note 14) -873,683286,701               1 ,321,834                

Corporation tax -43,84832,507               -                 

12,394,12523,752,041              13,756,721               26,436,868               

The consolidated financial statements include amounts relating to SLR of North Carolina

Corporation, a company established in the state of North Carolina, USA. Although the group does

not legally own the share capital of this entity, the directors and officers comprise only of

management from SLR International Corporation who have the ability to adopt, amend and repeal

its byelaws and therefore control the operating and financial policies of the entity. Local regulations

prevent the group holding the shares and the share capital is therefore held on behalf of the group.

Accordingly, the entity has been treated as a wholly owned subsidiary in these financial statements.



Group
2013

£

Company
2013 

£

Group
2012

£

Company
2012

£
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15 Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

Group
2013

£

Company
2013 

£

Group
2012

£

Company
2012

£

Bank loans (secured) 988,257              988,257              1,586,550               1 ,586,550               

Trade creditors 227,3716,414,83569,989               8 ,366,573               

Amounts owed to group undertakings 16,344,348-20,700,108               -

Taxation and social security -2 ,243,141-1,752,544                

Corporation tax ---439,319                

Obligations under finance leases and hire purchase contracts -727,138-419,645                

Other creditors 886,1412,159,812382,703               1 ,864,743                

Accruals and deferred income 1,751,0967,438,0872,272,961               8 ,341,851                

20,197,21319,971,27025,012,311               22,771,225                

14 Deferred tax
The movement in the deferred tax asset is as follows:

The deferred tax asset at the balance sheet date is analysed as follows:

At 3 November 2012 -               

Transferred from profit and loss account 286,701              

Acquired with subsidiaries -               

Exchange differences -               

At 1 November 2013 286,701              

873,683              

447,064              

72,170              

(71,083)

1,321,834              

Decelerated capital allowances

Company
£

Group
£

-               (40,605)

Short term timing differences -1,274,153              

Unrelieved tax losses -88,286              

-

(41,668)

901,703

13,648

873,6831,321,834              

-               

286,701              

-               

286,701              
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16 Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year

Company
2013

£

Group
2012

£

Company
2012

£

Bank loans (secured) 25,248,21327,831,277              23,868,395               

10% Fixed rate unsecured loan notes 7,319,324              7 ,319,324              7,657,500               

Obligations under finance leases and hire purchase contracts -682,183-                

Other creditors -1 ,200,576-                

32,567,53737,033,36031,525,895               

The bank loans are secured by a fixed and floating charge over the assets of the company and certain subsidiaries, the company’s shares in SLR Consulting (Canada) Limited

and an assignment of certain Keyman policies.

Included within short and long term other creditors are amounts totalling £2,262,559 (2012: £3,009,185) for the group and £382,703 (2012: £886,141) for the company, which

represent the directors best estimate of deferred consideration payable in connection with the acquisition of subsidiary undertakings.

Group
2013

£

27,545,458               

7 ,657,500               

251,592               

850,236               

36,304,786               
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2013
Unsecured
loan notes

£

2013 
Bank
loans

£

2013
Deferred

consideration
£

2013
Finance
leases

£

Maturity of debt

Within one year

Group

419,645              1 ,189,894              1 ,586,550               -                

In more than one year but not more than two years 161,903              762,275              3 ,068,368               -                

In more than two years but not more than five years 89,689              310,390                24,477,090               7 ,657,500              

671,237              2 ,262,559              29,132,008               7 ,657,500               

2012
Unsecured
loan notes

£

2012 
Bank
loans

£

2012
Deferred

consideration
£

2012
Finance
leases

£

Within one year

Group

727,1382,075,442988,257               -                

In more than one year but not more than two years 472,743493,7291,613,257-                

In more than two years but not more than five years 209,440440,01426,218,0207,319,324

1,409,3213,009,18528,819,5347,319,324

2012
Unsecured
loan notes

£

2012 
Bank
loans

£

2012
Deferred

consideration
£

Within one year

Company

886,141988,257               -                

In more than one year but not more than two years -1 ,613,257-                

In more than two years but not more than five years -23,634,9567,319,324

886,14126,236,4707,319,324

2013
Unsecured
loan notes

£

2013 
Bank
loans

£

2013
Deferred

consideration
£

Within one year

Company

382,703              1 ,586,550               -                

In more than one year but not more than two years -               2 ,273,050               -                

In more than two years but not more than five years -                 21,595,345               7 ,657,500               

382,703              25,454,945               7 ,657,500               

16 Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year (continued)
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17 Financial instruments

Interest rate and currency of financial assets and liabilities

At 1 November 2013 cash of £8,103,303 (2012: £7,791,864) was held in current accounts and was earning a weighted average rate of interest of 0.01% (2012: 0.01%).

After taking into account the various interest rate swaps entered into by the group, the currency and interest rate profile of the group’s borrowings is shown below:

The group holds or issues financial instruments to finance its operations and enters into derivative contracts to manage the interest rate risks arising from its sources of finance.

In addition, various financial instruments such as trade debtors and trade creditors, arise directly from the group’s operations.

Operations are financed by a mixture of retained profits, bank borrowings, finance lease and hire purchase contracts and long term loans. Bank borrowings, finance lease and hire

purchase contracts and long term loans are primarily used to finance capital investment. Working capital requirements are met principally out of floating rate bank borrowings,

overdrafts and retained profits. Further details on the group’s approach to financial risks faced are provided in the directors’ report.

Sterling, US Dollar, Australian Dollar and South African Rand floating rate financial liabilities primarily comprise bank borrowings, bearing an interest rate of LIBOR plus a

margin between 2.50% and 4.25%, which is dependent on the ratio of total net debt to EBITDA. The remaining Sterling, US Dollar, Australian Dollar and South African Rand

floating rate financial liabilities mainly comprise deferred consideration on acquisitions which is discounted at the borrowing rate available to the group.

The weighted average interest rate of fixed rate financial liabilities and the weighted average period for which they are fixed is as follows:

Fixed rate financial liabilities Total

2012
£

Total

2013
£

Sterling

Currency

33,999,83733,585,372              7,710,780 

US Dollar 614,436              1,972,067               136,512                

Australian Dollar 5 ,591,459              3,555,132              580,156               

Canadian Dollar 289,979              193,881              289,979               

South African Rand 61,653               416,852               4,994               

40,557,364              39,723,304              8,722,421              

Floating rate financial liabilities

7,747,724                26,289,057               25,837,648                 

89,398                 477,924               1,882,669                 

293,410                5,011,303               3,261,722                 

193,881                -                -                

4 ,324              56,659               412,528               

8 ,328,737              31,834,943              31,394,567               

Weighted average
interest rate

Weighted average period
for which interest is fixed

Sterling

Currency

1.6              10.0%              

Australian Dollar 2.3              7 .8%              

South African Rand 0.7              

2.6              

3 .4               

1 .8               14.8%              

9.9%

8.0%              

14.8%              

US Dollar 1.8              6 .4%              2.9                10.8%

Canadian Dollar 1.8              6 .5%              2.7              5 .8%              

2013  
£

2013 
£

2012 
£

2012 
£

2012
Years

2013
Years

2012
%

2013
%
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17 Financial instruments (continued)

Fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities 

Set out below is a comparison, by category, of the book values and fair values of the group’s financial assets and liabilities at 1 November 2013. Where available, market rates have been

used to determine current values. Where market rates are not available, current values have been calculated by discounting cash flows at prevailing interest rates and exchange rates.    

Fair value
2013

£

Fair value
2012

£

Cash 7,791,8648,103,303              

Bank borrowings (28,819,534)(29,132,008)

Interest hedge (441,101)(109,204)

Unsecured loan notes (7 ,319,324)(7 ,657,500)

Deferred consideration (3,009,185)(2 ,262,559)

Finance lease and hire purchase contracts (1 ,409,321)(671,237)

Book value
2012

£

7,791,864

(28,819,534)

-

(7 ,319,324)

(3 ,009,185)

(1 ,409,321)

Book value
2013

£

8,103,303              

(29,132,008)

-               

(7 ,657,500)

(2,262,559)

(671,237)

US Dollar
£

Euro
£

Total
£

Sterling 69,818              52,385              3 ,094              

Canadian Dollar 7,779              -7,779              

Sterling
£

-

-

South African Rand 168,103              -168,103              -

Euro (13,402)--(2 ,140)

232,298              52,385              178,976              

Australian Dollar
£

14,339              

-               

-               

-

14,339              

Canadian Dollar
£

-

-               

-               

(11,262)

(11,262)(2,140)

Currency exposures

Borrowing facilities

There were no monetary assets and liabilities of the group at 1 November 2013 that are not denominated in the functional currency of the operating unit concerned. Monetary assets

and liabilities of the group at 2 November 2012 that are not denominated in the functional currency of the operating unit concerned are shown below. The amounts shown below

exclude foreign currency borrowings obtained to finance foreign currency investments. 

The group had the following undrawn committed borrowing facilities at 1 November 2013:

These facilities are for the purposes of providing flexibility in the management of liquidity and acquisition finance. 

2012
£

Expiring in one year or less -               

Expiring in more than one year but not more than two years -

Expiring in more than two years

Total

14,454,000

14,454,000

2013
£

-               

12,123,000              

1 ,007,000              

13,130,000              

2012
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The following events took place during the year in respect of the company’s share capital:

• On 1 March 2013, the company issued 715,000 B ordinary shares of £0.001 each totalling £715

as part of the consideration for the acquisition of the business assets of Strategic 

Engineering and Science Incorporated, USA by its subsidiary SLR International Corporation.

• On 3 September 2013, the company issued 100,000 B ordinary shares of £0.001 each 

totalling £100 as part of the consideration for the acquisition of the entire share capital of 

Cooper Partnership Limited, UK.

• The Company allotted 697,134 B ordinary shares of £0.001 each totalling £697.13 following 

the exercise of share options by employees. A total amount of £252,862 was received in 

respect of these shares.

During the year ended 2 November 2012, the following events took place in respect of the

company’s share capital:

• On 3 October 2012, the company issued 850,000 B ordinary shares of £0.001 each totalling 

£850.00 as part of the consideration for the acquisition of the entire share capital of 

Windaf (Pty) Limited by its subsidiary SLR Consulting Australia (Pty) Limited.

• 450,000 B ordinary shares of £0.001 each totalling £450.00 were issued to Graham Love on

29 March 2012. The company received a total consideration of £180,000.

• On 2 July 2012, the company issued 373,645 B ordinary shares of £0.001 each totalling 

£373.65 to the sellers of Heggies (Pty) Limited under the terms of the sale and  

purchase agreement.

• The Company allotted 503,547 B ordinary shares of £0.001 each totalling £503.55 following 

the exercise of share options by employees. A total amount of £135,907 was received in 

respect of these shares.

• 1,252,062 B ordinary shares of £0.001 each totalling £1,252 issued in 2010 as part of the 

consideration for the acquisition of Heggies (Pty) Limited have been reclassified as equity 

upon expiry of the exercise event for conversion in cash. The amount of £1,291,691 

representing these shares had previously been included within creditors: amounts falling 

due after one year.

The A ordinary and B ordinary shares rank pari-passu, except that the company’s Articles of

Association provide for a specific formula to be applied in the apportionment of the remaining

assets of the company after payment of its liabilities in the event of a return of assets on liquidation.

18 Share capital

2012
Number

2013
£

2012 
£

Equity

Allotted, called up and fully paid

A ordinary shares of £0.001 each 18,53918,539              18,538,710               

B ordinary shares of £0.001 each 44,12645,638              44,126,221

2013
Number

18,538,710               

45,638,355               

62,66564,177              62,664,93164,177,065               

Vesting
period

Exercise
price

(Pence)

Options
outstanding

at 1 November
2013

Number

Lapsed/
adjusted

during the year

Number

Exercised
during the

year

Number

Granted 
during the

year

Number

Options
outstanding

at 3 November
2012

Number

Year
of grant

Nov 2008 - Nov 20132.68 -  40              5 ,047,158                 -               (150,935)-               5 ,198,093                 2008

Feb 2009 - Nov 201340              234,400                 (20,500)(62,000)-               316,900                 2009

Nov 2010 - Nov 201440              1 ,160,748                 (10,830)(186,511)-               1 ,358,089                 2010

Feb 2011 - Nov 201540              2 ,145,222                 (89,708)(148,128)-                  2 ,383,058                  2011

Nov 2011 - Nov 201640 -  50              1 ,795,500                 (46,940)(26,560)-                  1 ,869,000               2012

12,337,053              (227,478)(697,134)2,136,525               11,125,140              

Nov 2013 - Nov 201750 -  65              1 ,954,025                 (59,500)(123,000)2,136,525                  -               2013

Share options

The group is mainly exposed to credit risk from credit sales. It is group policy, implemented locally, to assess the credit risk of new customers before entering contracts. Such credit

ratings are taken into account when determining whether to grant credit terms and, if so, credit limits.

The group does not enter into complex derivatives to manage credit risk, although in certain isolated cases may take steps to mitigate such risks if it is sufficiently concentrated.

Credit risk
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The merger reserve, which arises on consolidation, represents the difference between the fair value and nominal value of shares issued on the acquisition of subsidiary

companies where the company has elected to take advantage of merger relief.

19 Reserves

Share
premium
account

£

Merger
reserve

£

Profit
and loss
account

£

At 3 November 2012

Group

(3 ,022,072)16,206,77232,660,205

Share capital issued in the year -64,900608,949

Loss for the year (2 ,249,229)--

Exchange differences (255,764)--

Shares acquired by employee benefit trust (945,277)--

Shares sold by employee benefit trust 501,500--

Share based payments 325,474--

At 1 November 2013 (5,645,368)16,271,672               33,269,154               

Share
premium
account

£

Profit
and loss
account

£

At 3 November 2012

Company

(6 ,241,407)32,660,205

Share capital issued in the year -608,949

Loss for the year (1 ,904,897)-

Exchange differences (26,269)-

Share based payments 325,474-

At 1 November 2013 (7,847,099)33,269,154               
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As at 1 November 2013, the group had annual commitments under non-cancellable operating leases as set out below:

20 Reconciliation of movements in shareholders' funds

21 Commitments under operating leases

The group operates defined contribution pension schemes. The assets of the schemes are held in independently administered funds. The pension cost charge represents

contributions payable by the group to the funds.  

22 Pensions

Group
2012

£

Company
2012

£

Loss for the year (2 ,446,119)(400,540)

Company
2013

£

(1,904,897)

Group
2013

£

(2,249,229)

Share capital issued in the year 742,5321,391,189610,461              675,361              

Exchange differences (378,959)(731,140)(26,269)(255,764)

Shares acquired by employee benefit trust -(436,643)-(945,277)

Shares sold by employee benefit trust -378,617-501,500              

Share based payments 274,514274,514325,474              325,474              

Net movement in shareholders’ funds (1 ,808,032)475,997(995,231)(1,947,935)

Opening shareholders’ funds 28,289,49545,431,57326,481,463              45,907,570              

Closing shareholders' funds 26,481,46345,907,57025,486,232              43,959,635              

2012
Land and
buildings

£

2012
Other

£

Operating leases which expire:

Group

2013
Other

£

2013
Land and
buildings

£

Within one year 525,869316,521491,896               843,697               

In two to five years 402,2843,478,854259,153               2 ,289,457               

Over five years -   112,631-365,352               

928,1533,908,006751,049               3 ,498,506               
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23 Reconciliation of operating profit to net cash inflow from 
operating activities

25 Analysis of net debt

24 Reconciliation of net cash inflow to movement in net debt

Operating profit before

exceptional items

2012
£

2013
£

4,923,1183,747,253              

Exceptional items (609,579)(959,317)

Operating profit 4 ,313,5392,787,936              

Amortisation 4,448,5795,054,612              

Depreciation 1,619,4921,725,008              

Share based payments 274,514325,474              

(Profit)/loss on the sale of fixed assets 132,931(17,632)

Exchange differences (459,794)(334,129)

Increase in debtors (633,832)(736,698)

Increase/(decrease) in creditors (654,157)1,688,542              

Net cash inflow from operating activities 9 ,041,27210,493,113              

Increase/(decrease) in cash in the year

2012
£

2013
£

(73,797)311,439              

Cash inflow from change in debt

and lease financing 876,8372,778,063              

Change in net debt resulting from

cash flows 803,0403,089,502              

Debt acquired with subsidiary

undertakings (114,561)-               

383,590(1 ,944,004)Other non cash movements

1,072,0691,145,498              Movement in net debt in the year

(33,837,569)(32,765,500)Opening net debt

(32,765,500)(31,620,002)Closing net debt

Non-cash
changes

£

At
1 November

2013
£

Cash in hand and at bank 8,103,303              -                

Cash
flows

£

311,439               7 ,791,864               

Debt due within one year (2 ,776,444)(3 ,406,057)3,693,311               (3 ,063,698)

Debt due after one year (36,275,624)1,522,363               (1 ,713,642)(36,084,345)

Obligations under finance leases and hire purchase contracts (671,237)(60,310)798,394               (1 ,409,321)

Total debt balance (39,723,305)(1 ,944,004)2,778,063               (40,557,364)

Total net debt (31,620,002)(1 ,944,004)3,089,502               (32,765,500)

Non-cash changes of £1,944,004 (2012: £383,590) comprise: deferred consideration arising on acquisitions in the year of £1,413,792 (2012: £1,642,743); new finance lease and hire purchase

contracts of £60,310 (2012: £796,940); exchange differences of (£183,651) (2012: £235,842) and other items including loan arrangement fees, adjustments to deferred consideration and the

unwinding of the discount on deferred consideration totalling £653,553 (2012: £2,291,935).

At
3 November

2012
£
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26 Contingent liabilities and guarantees

The company has guaranteed certain bank borrowings of its subsidiary undertakings, SLR Holdings Limited, SLR Group Limited, SLR International Corporation, SLR Consulting

Limited and SLR Consulting (Canada) Limited.

At 1 November 2013 a subsidiary company, SLR Consulting Australia (Pty) Limited, had provided bank guarantees on leasehold premises amounting to £266,853 (2012 - £251,929).

27 Acquisitions
On 1 March 2013, a subsidiary company SLR International Corporation acquired the

business assets of Strategic Engineering and Science Incorporated, USA. The book value of

the assets acquired (which was equivalent to their fair value), together with details of the

purchase consideration and goodwill arising on acquisition is shown below:

The un-audited results of Strategic Engineering and Science Incorporated prior to its

acquisition were as follows: 

The net cash outflow arising from the acquisition of business assets of Strategic

Engineering and Science Incorporated was as follows:

On 1 March 2013, a subsidiary company SLR African Holdings (Pty) Limited acquired

the entire share capital of Synergistics Environmental Services (Pty) Limited, South

Africa. The total acquisition consideration of £635,766 comprised £453,112 cash and

£182,655 deferred cash and resulted in a goodwill of £486,154. The acquisition is not

material in the context of the group financial statements.

On 3 September 2013, the company acquired the entire share capital of Cooper

Partnership Limited, UK. The total acquisition consideration of £710,636 comprised

£262,933 cash, £382,703 deferred cash and £65,000 shares and resulted in goodwill of

£61,370. The acquisition is not material in the context of the group financial statements.

Fixed assets

Book and
fair value

£

Tangible fixed assets 53,244                 

Current assets

Debtors 737,073              

Cash at bank and in hand 6,151                  

Total assets 868,638              

Consideration

357,500              Settled by shares at fair value

1,489,147              Settled by cash (including expenses of £147,872)

848,434              

2 ,695,081              

Deferred consideration

868,638              Total assets acquired

1,826,443              Goodwill arising on consolidation

Deferred tax 72,170               

Turnover

Year ended
31 December

2012
US $

Period ended
1 March

2013
US $

5,132,060987,331              

Operating profit 547,325107,844              

Net interest/finance income 46818              

Profit on ordinary activities before

taxation 547,793107,862              

Taxation on profit from ordinary

activities (13,933)-               

533,860107,862             Profit for the period

Cash consideration (as above)

£

1,489,147                 

Bank balances acquired (6 ,151)

Net outflow of cash 1,482,996              
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28 Share based payments
SLR Management Limited operates equity-settled share based remuneration schemes for employees. EMI and approved share schemes for UK employees and unapproved

schemes for overseas employees. Options vest over a period of years and there are no performance criteria that must be satisfied. Options are exercisable for a period of up

to 7 years from grant date subject to vesting conditions and lapse if the employee leaves.

Details of movements in options, (by year of grant), during the year, together with information on the exercise price and period of the options is contained in note 18 to the

financial statements.  

2012
Weighted average 

exercise price
(Pence)

2012

Number

Outstanding at the beginning of the year 9,973,844               28.70               

2013

Number

11,125,140              

2013
Weighted average 

exercise price
(Pence)

31.87              

Granted during the year 1,985,500               47.41               2,136,525              57.87              

Exercised during the year (503,547)26.99               (697,134)36.37              

Lapsed/adjusted during the year (330,657)40.08               (227,478)45.11              

Outstanding at the end of the year 11,125,140               31.87               12,337,053              35.87              

The exercise price of options outstanding at the end of the year ranged between

2.68p and 65p and their weighted average contractual life was 3.65 years (2012 – 4.13 years). 

Of the total number of options outstanding at the end of the year, 10,037,226

(2012 – 6,801,760) had vested but had not been exercised.

The weighted average fair value of each option granted during the year was 16.29p

(2012 – 12.65p).

The following information is relevant in the determination of the fair value of

options granted during the year under the equity share based remuneration schemes

operated by SLR Management Limited:

Equity-settled 

2013 2012

Option pricing model used Black ScholesBlack Scholes

Weighted average share price at grant

date (pence) 47.4157.87              

Exercise price (pence) 40-5050-65              

Option life (years) 7 .007.00              

Expected volatility 31.60%33.35%              

Expected dividend NilNil               

Risk-free interest rate 1.80%2.70%              

The volatility assumption is based on an analysis of share price volatility for quoted

companies operating in the same sector as the group.

The share-based remuneration expense for the Group comprises:

Equity-settled schemes

2013
£

2012
£

274,514325,474              

The Group did not enter into any share-based payment transactions with parties other

than employees during the current year or previous periods.
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29 Employee Benefit Trust
The SLR Holdings Employee Benefit Trust (“EBT”) was established on 6 March 2006 to

provide benefits to employees, former employees and their dependants (“the

Beneficiaries”). Under the scheme, the trustee, SLR Trustee Limited, purchases the

company’s shares from time to time. These shares are held until the vesting day for

the benefit of the Beneficiaries, in such numbers or proportions that the Trustees

deem reasonable. Shares held by the EBT which had not vested unconditionally in the

Beneficiaries at the year end were as follows:

Market value of shares held

£ £

83,649   198,737                   

Number of shares held

2013
Number

2012
Number

167,297  305,749                  

Group

30 Post balance sheet events

On 3 February 2014, a subsidiary company SLR International Corporation acquired the

entire share capital of HFP Acoustical Consultants LLC and another subsidiary company

SLR Consulting (Canada) Limited acquired the entire share capital of HFP Acoustical

Consultants Corporation (together “HFP”) for approximately $3.1 million total

consideration. The consideration payable includes an amount of deferred consideration.
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